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What to Expect
CaTalysT was designed to stimulate thinking and encourage conversation about the role of strategic design in defining and develop-
ing an economically, socially and environmentally sustainable future. We have included numerous external links throughout the 
text and in the form of “related resources” at the end of each article. CaTalysT is accompanied by a blog that is our means of 
continuing the conversation between publications. Blog posts are related to, as well as unique from, those in the digital publication. 
you can find the CaTalysT blog on our website: http://www.CaTalysTsdr.com.
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Catalyzing the Conversation

Design can provide access to a good life. It can also help shape 
appetite for a good life that is more inclusive and more fulfilling. In 
this issue, our contributors look at how designers are collaborating 
across disciplines to create intoxicating new ideas about a shared 
good life.  

We found visionaries who were also pragmatists able to construct 
a better tomorrow out of the materials of everyday life. If you are 
looking for the good news about progress made toward designing a 
good life that is economically, socially and environmentally viable, 
we found it. 

Bruce Mau alerts us to the need to design a sense of the possible 
and ground it in a fact-based optimism. But, optimism is hard won 
in a broken body, as the graffiti artist Tempt knows. Mick Ebeling’s 
EyeWriter demonstrates how design can help keep heart and will 
alive and enable a creative mind to work within the very real limita-
tions of a severely disabled body. 

Designing hope takes on another dimension as David De 
Rothschild f loats hope over the high seas. Back on shore, Kiran 
Bir Sethi, reminds us that children are our future and that we must 
design educational experiences that develop a sense of agency and 
encourage a vital joy. 

Creative capital and collective will are helping to rebalance the 
nation and people of Japan. Yusuke Ashizawa reports that Japan is 
hopeful and continues to inspire even as it struggles to redefine lux-
ury and to creatively re-imagine a good life in a fragile ecosystem. 

We all live in fragile ecosystems and the faculty and students of 
Middlebury College are part of a core of change agents designing 
and building for a future of extremes. Strategic design can enable 
people to re-design their lives as they wrap compassion close. Life 
on the streets is a reality for many of the world’s people and Veronika 
Scott is our guide on how to imagine a good life that is inclusive  
and caring. 

This issue of Catalyst makes it quite clear that the future is being 
designed today. The people we feature are sending out a signal that 
a good life is well within our capacity to imagine and to design. Our 
glass is full of creative energies stirring up the status quo, occupy-
ing every position and every organization and country. We are all 
Catalysts. Please let us know what you are up to!

Dr. Mary McBride
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From the Catalyst Blog

Designing Solutions. 
Inspiring Health.
By lisa Overton

“Here’s to the crazy ones. The misfits. 
The rebels. The troublemakers.  
The round pegs in the square holes.”

These are, of course, lines from 
the Apple Computer ads from  
the 90’s. The ads featured black- 
and-white footage of 17 individuals 
that changed our world in the  
20th century. 

After showing the ad during his 
presentation at the Transform 2011 
Conference, Dr. Jay Parkinson noted 
with some disappointment that the 
images did not include any doctors. 
This is due in part, he believes, to the 
fact that the medical establishment is 
not only uncreative but is in fact, anti-
creative. Parkinson is himself a doctor, 
a designer, an active blogger and an 
accomplished portrait and fashion 
photographer. This eclectic mix exem-
plifies the range of talent that came 
together at the conference to discuss 
a topic that is desperately in need of 
creative solutions: healthcare.

People from backgrounds as varied 

as anesthesiology, fashion design, 
business, music, public health, and 
philosophy gathered for three days of 
“designing solutions” and “inspiring 
health.” The conference is organized 
annually by a group making strides 
to disprove Parkinson’s “anti-creative” 
theory, the Mayo Clinic Center for 
Innovation. Being at Mayo Clinic, the 
worlds largest, integrated, nonprofit 
medical practice, you could almost 
forget that we are living at a time 
when millions of people do not have 
access to adequate care. 

One theme that came up repeat-
edly was the need to include patients 
in their own diagnosis and recovery 
process. There were examples of how 
to employ resources such as online 
forums, crowd sourcing, and smart-
phones in this effort. For instance, 
David Webster from IDEO presented 
the website OpenIDEO.com. The 
site is like an open-source social 
innovation platform. It has gathered 
17,000 members from more than 170 
countries to generate solutions for 
challenges like maternal health and 
fighting childhood obesity. 

Designing Solutions: Inspiring 
Health lived up to it’s name. I could 
go on with more highlights like John 
Hockenberry’s story about his spar-
kly wheelchair accessories or Alan 
Churchinov’s observations on urinals 
but instead I recommend that you 
check it out yourself. Video of all the 
presentations are on the CFI website 
at http://centerforinnovation.mayo.
edu/transform/

desigNYC  
Annual Exhibit
By Giselle Carr

On September 14, 2011 desigNYC, 
a nonprofit organization committed 
to improving life in NYC through 
the power of design, will celebrate its 
2011 collaborations between designers  
and nonprofits at its annual event 
and exhibit opening. desigNYC 
demonstrates the impact of design by 
connecting nonprofits, community 
groups and city agencies with pas-
sionate, professional designers inter-
ested in the public good. Launched 
at the beginning of 2011, desigNYC’s 
second round of project collaborations  
connected eight extraordinary orga-
nizations with close to 25 talented 
design professionals who are leaders 
in the fields of architectural,  
landscape, interior, experience and  
communications design.

desigNYC 2011 collaborations are 
creating solutions affecting a range 
of social and environmental issues 
impacting the city, including sustain-
able development and education, 
neighborhood revitalization, social 
justice, health and urban farming, 
environmental activism and more. 

The desigNYC community  
continues to grow rapidly and the 
organization plans to issue a call 
to nonprofits and design partners 
for the next round of projects in 
early October under the theme of 
Recharging Communities.

“We want to encourage designers 
to think of the city as the next frontier 
for design,” says Laetitia Wolff, who 
recently joined the organization 
as executive director. “desigNYC 
harnesses the power of the creative 
community to imagine and affect a 

One theme that came up repeatedly 
was the need to include patients in their 

own diagnosis and recovery process.
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better urban experience. We are here 
to heighten public perception, under-
standing and participation in the 
making of our city, all together.”

The exhibit will showcase the  
following active collaborations:

Educating Tomorrow:  
a network for teachers 
Matched with communication 
designers, Language Dept., and 
developers, Rubenstein Technology 
Group, to create an identity and web-
site that will function as a network 
and resource hub for the NYC teacher 
community on sustainability issues.

Greenhouse Project:  
a mobile urban farm 
NY Sun Works & Cypress Hills Local 
Development Corporation were 
matched with Abruzzo-Bodziak 
Architects to provide schematic 
design for a hydroponic greenhouse 
on unused lots in East New York, 
Brooklyn that will provide access 
to food, innovative scientific and 
agricultural education, as well as job 
training in urban agriculture and 
greenhouse construction. Graphic 
designer Claire Taylor Hansen  
assists with project identity and  
fundraising materials.

Green Map System: a fluid  
navigation system 
Matched with Otto NY to redesign  
the flagship website, Green Apple 
Map, for this internationally 
renowned grassroot organization that 
marshals user-generated mapping 
of local green resources.

Gowanus Canal CDC: an  
educational urban platform 
Matched with communication 
designers Fogelson-Lubliner to pro-
duce an identity and communications 
framework, including video, for a new 
urban ecology initiative.

Ioby: a sustainable identity 
Matched with Publicis Design to 
create an integrated brand identity 
and style guide that will help engage 
more donors and volunteers in local 
environmental projects.

Neighborhood Economic  
Development Advocacy Project: 
translating complex data 
Matched with communications 
designer Rodrigo Corral to design 
a multi-language Financial Rights 
Guide for new immigrants in NYC.

Nostrand Park: a Main  
Street intervention 
Matched with Vamos Architects to 
create a concept design for “Desti-
nation Nostrand,” a community-
oriented, pop-up plaza that provides 
arts, dining and entertainment  
along a historic corridor in Crown 
Heights, Brooklyn.

PortSide NewYork: a boatbox  
on the East River 
Matched with architects 590BC and 
Studio L’Image, to create architec-
tural enhancements and interpretive 
environments for a boathouse/com-
munity center in Red Hook’s water-
front park.

desigNYC is a platform that con-
nects talented designers interested in 
civic engagement with extraordinary 
nonprofits serving the public good. 
desigNYC is guided by its founding 
committee comprised of influen-
tial designers and design advocates 
including interactive design pioneer 
Edwin Schlossberg; Michelle Mul-
lineaux, co-founder and former acting 
director, New York Magazine design 
editor Wendy Goodman; Deborah 
Berke from Deborah Berke & Part-
ners Architects as well as several 
other leaders in the design and non-
profit communities. 

Read more posts on the  
CaTalysT blog at:  
CaTalysTsdr.com/categories/blog/

Pratt’s Design  
Management thesis 
wins Core77 award
The Core77 Design Awards were 
announced yesterday and congratu-
lations are in order for Pratt Design 
Management graduates Dennis Chan, 
Maggie de la Vega, Jo Glenny, and 
Tucker Kobylski. Their thesis paper, 
“Designing Innovation Diffusion,” won 
in the Strategy/Research category.

Like all great design, the seven step 
process that the team developed for dif-
fusing innovation seems obvious now 
that they’ve written it. It seems clear 
and concrete – and entirely actionable. 
What do you think about innovation 
diffusion framework?
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Executive Summary
Individuals are provided with a capability and access that is nothing short  
of incredible through technology every single day. Mick ebeling stepped in  
and recognized an opportunity in the health industry for a different kind of  
enabling technology. He reports that he was simply following through on a 
promise to help a paralyzed artist. But, the result has been anything but 
simple. ebeling knew that enabling someone with a severe disability was “Not 
Impossible!”   Mick ebeling has designed a life changing device. He has 
changed his life and the life of the artist he made the promise to. ebeling is 
now on a new life path. He wants to empower people to take a stand, foster 
open-minded thinking, and generate new opportunities.

Design for 
Life – The 
EyeWriter
MICk EBElING, TEMPT AND ThE “EYEWRITER”  

BY DENISE PoTTS MuEllER  

ThE EBElING GRouPS’ PuBlIC RElATIoNS

“DaD, my legs are tingling.” 
That was how it started in 2003 for Tempt, who 

during the 80’s was a well-known graffiti artist in 
the United States. “Tempt One,” was working in Los 
Angeles as a graffiti writer, publisher and activist at 
the time. t
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Angus Ebeling
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desiGninG a Good Life in ruraL ra jasthan

Tempt using the EyeWriter 
for the first time



Strategy  
in Action

>> Desire  
to take action,  
inability to hold back

>> Define  
exact scope, clear 
meaning and direction

>> Forward  
thinking toward new 
levels of achievement

>> Apply  
design thinking and 
problem solving 
toward new levels of 
achievement

>> Create  
your arsenal of stored 
resources, ready for a  
certain purpose

>> Act right now  
Initiate a positive 
response and action

TEMPT felt a tingling sensation after com-
ing home from a run one day. Unfortunately, 
it was the tragic onset of ALS (Amyotrophic 
Lateral Sclerosis), also referred to as Lou 
Gehrig’s Disease. It is neurodegenerative and 
affects one to three out of every 100,000 
people worldwide. For Tempt, the diagnosis 
meant his motor neurons would waste away 
and die, his brain would eventually be left 
without the ability to communicate with his 
limbs, and ultimately he may not even be able 
to even breathe on his own. 

Ebeling owns The Ebeling Group (TEG) 
with locations in both New York and Los 
Angeles, and leads a creative task force spe-
cializing in design, film, and animation. The 
group has been recognized for their Grammy 
nominated music videos, Sundance feature 
films, and award-winning branded content 
for the gaming arena as well as for Fortune 

100 brands such as Diesel, Coca-Cola, and 
Nike. Made up of artists in their own right, 
TEG was well-connected to the graffiti com-
munity they respect and admire. When TEG 
learned of Tempt’s story, Ebeling and his team 
felt compelled to assist and sponsor him. But 
when Mick Ebeling met Tempt in 2007, Tempt 
was completely paralyzed. All he had left was 
the use of his eyes. The disease had turned this 
passionate, gifted artist’s body into a cage. 

Ebeling met with the graffiti artist’s brother 
and father with the intention of handing 
them a check, a monetary gift the group had 
raised. However, when Ebeling asked what 

they would do with the gift, he was struck by 
the brother’s response: “I just want to be able 
to talk to Tempt again. I just want to be able 
to communicate with him, and for him to be 
able to communicate with me.”

Ebeling’s imaginative and problem-solv-
ing disposition led him to further investigate 
that response and then to ask the question: 
“But I’ve seen paralyzed people, don’t they 
all have the ability, like Stephen Hawking, to 
communicate?”

“No,” the brother said “Unless you’re in 
the upper echelon, and you have really good 
insurance, those devices aren’t really acces-
sible to you.”

Ebeling continued — “So, how do you com-
municate?” The brother went on to explain that 
Tempt runs his finger along a page with letters, 
and then he blinks to signal when he’s hit the 
right letter. A laborious process, communicat-
ing even the simplest of thoughts is a chore.

For Ebeling, a leader in forward thinking 
who is active in creating strategic Creative 
Task Forces with world-renowned design/
directing collectives, this was not only archaic 
but a travesty!

It was at this moment in their conversation, 
that Mick Ebeling made a life-changing deci-
sion. He promised that he personally would 
see to it that Tempt received one of the devices 
that would allow him to communicate, that 
Tempt was going to be an artist again.

Ebeling recalls this moment in speaking 
engagements: “I showed up with the desire 
to just write a check; instead I wrote a check 
that I had no freaking idea how I was going 
to cash.” 

Embarking on his vision to enable Tempt’s 
way back to his art, Ebeling seemed to be 
taking on what appeared to everyone else 
as impossible. 

The first step was to get Tempt the device 
reserved only for those with deep pockets. 
This proved relatively easy. Within a year, 
after consistent badgering and embarrass-
ment of the insurance company in question, 
the sought-after machine arrived. Ebeling 
was now able to exchange emails with Tempt 
—“I call him Yoda, because he is one of the 
most wise and thoughtful guys.” 

With the communication hurdle out of 
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“I showed up with  
the desire to just 
write a check; instead 
I wrote a check that  
I had no freaking 
idea how I was going 
to cash.”
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The first EyeWriter 
program crew  

unfolds the device 
and how it works
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desiGn for Life – the eYewriter

the way, Ebeling moved right into his next 
endeavor. He promised to give Tempt the 
tools to create his graffiti once again, and 
unbeknownst to him, this would prove to be 
his greatest design challenge. 

Ebeling’s promise to Tempt’s brother and 
father that day began to consume his life. It 
became what he now refers to as the coolest 
project he’s ever worked on. His hope was that 
he would not only allow Tempt the ability to 
see his way back to his art, but ultimately be 
able to make the technology accessible and 
affordable to all artists with severe disabili-
ties. Using strategic design, Ebeling wanted to 
create something that would serve a purpose 
and form a foundation upon which individu-
als who would not otherwise have the chance, 
would now be able to attain the “Good Life.” 

A FEW MONTHS after the seemingly 
unrealistic undertaking began, the journey 
really took off. During a conference Ebeling 
met the men behind the Graffiti Research 
Lab (GRL). GRL had developed a technology 
that allows artists to draw with a laser pointer 
on any surface and project the image in the 
negative space. They had been showing off 
the technology in a variety of art installations 
up to this point. Upon his return home while 
conversing over dinner with his wife about 
GRL’s practices, Ebeling was inspired: “If we 
now know a technology exists to draw on a 
building with lasers, and we know a device 
exists that can control things with your eyes; 
then perhaps all we need to do is to develop a 
way for Tempt to control those lasers with his 
eyes.” It was through this realization that the 
once seemingly impossible project began to 
seem possible — they would figure out a way 
for Tempt to control a laser with his eyes, and 
he could once again create his graffiti.

Putting together a team to design the 
hardware and software needed to develop the 
idea, Ebeling utilized his established global 
arsenal of top talent: 

“We flew seven programmers from all over 
the world (literally every corner of the world) 
to our house. My wife and kids and I moved 
into our back garage, and these hackers and 
programmers, conspiracy theorists, and anar-
chists took over. For over two weeks, we pro-

grammed. My kids got involved, my dog got 
involved, and we created the EyeWriter—using 
a cheap pair of sunglasses that we bought at 
the boardwalk on Venice Beach, some cop-
per wire, a mix of stuff from Home Depot 
and Radio Shack, and a PS3 camera that we 
hacked open and mounted to an LED light. 
Now, there’s a device that is free. You build 
this yourself. We publish the code for free. You 
download the software for free. We’ve created 
a device that has absolutely no limitations.”

 IN 2008, after a year of planning, two weeks 
of intense hard work, and all-nighters they 
gathered in Tempt’s room for a grand unveil-
ing. After seven years, Temp drew again for 
the first time.

Ebeling’s team moved Tempt’s bed so that 
he could see out his window, and set up a 
projector on a wall in the parking lot outside 
of his hospital room. Drawing again for the 
first time in front of his family and friends, 
you can only imagine the emotions that night 
in the parking lot. Ironically, the team actu-
ally had to break into the lot space, creating a 
truly legit “graf scene.”

Mick Ebeling
Mick began his profes-

sional career in the  
production and animation 

industry launching one 
of the first ever Mac-

based design companies. 
He then founded his 

first non-profit, Digital 
Groove: an la unified 
school system backed 
venture exposing inner 

city kids to the latest 
technology and pairing 

them with elite Hol-
lywood post-production 

mentors. In 2000, 
Mick launched his own 

production company, The 
ebeling Group, which 
has won many major 

industry awards for their 
work.  Directors and 

Creatives under the TeG 
name worldwide add 

testimony to ebeling’s 
commitment to cultivate 

the best talent from 
every corner of the globe. 

after befriending an als 
patient and renowned 

street artist, Tempt, Mick 
embarked on one of the 

most rewarding chapters 
of his career - creating 
the eyeWriter- a practi-

cal, low-cost solution to 
allow people suffering 

from neuromuscular dis-
eases and paralysis to be 
able to draw and commu-

nicate again using only 
their eyes. With the  
success of The eye-

Writer, Mick launched 
The Not Impossible 

foundation (NIf) - an
(continued on page 11)

“It was through this 
realization that 
the once seemingly 
impossible project 
began to seem  
possible — they 
would figure out a 
way for Tempt to  
control a laser with 
his eyes, and he  
could once again  
create his graffiti.”
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(continued from page 10) 
emerging non-profit  
organization comprised 
of thinkers, dreamers, 
and doers, whose mis-
sion is to take ideas that 
once seemed impos-
sible to possible when 
the right people are 
connected and empow-
ered. The eyeWriter 
has won several awards 
and gained noteworthy 
press since 2008.  Most 
recently, the eyeWriter 
was featured in Time 
Magazine’s “Top 50 
Inventions of 2010.”

When it was all done, Tempt sent an email: 
“That was the first time I’ve drawn anything in 
seven years. I felt like I had been held under-
water, and someone finally reached down, and 
pulled my head up so I could take a breath.”

The EyeWriter is a revolutionary invention, 
but Ebeling and his team did not create it to 
make money. They created it to improve lives. 
The EyeWriter designs are available for free 
and the software is open-source so it too is 
free and can be easily improved and modified.  
“We’ve designed a device that has abso-
lutely no limitation,” Ebeling says. “There’s 
no insurance company that can say no. There’s 
no hospital that can say no. Anybody that’s 
paralyzed now has access and they can draw 
or communicate simply using their eyes.”

Ebeling says they’re still developing the 
device. “Someone with that much talent  
and artistic potential deserves so much  
more, so we’re working now to make it faster, 
better, stronger.”

The result of a simple promise to help 
someone get back their ability to commu-
nicate, the EyeWriter now helps to meet the 
needs and desires of artists and writers who 
have lost their ability to express their cre-

ativity; Ebeling and his team have created a 
solution that has made the impossible, pos-
sible. While there were existing products to 
help ALS patients communicate — they were 
extremely expensive, heavy, and difficult to 
acquire through health insurance. Commer-
cial eye-trackers which use computers and 
small cameras to harness eye movements for 
writing, highlighting website text and other 
tasks, have hefty price tags ranging from 
$10,000 to $15,000.

By identifying the situation, brainstorming 
solutions and establishing a clear direction, 
Ebeling and his consortium were able to cre-
ate a lightweight, low-cost, portable device 
for art and communication — and have made 
it available to anyone who needs it.

The EyeWriter’s/Open Eye Initiative suc-
cess has led Ebeling to launch The Not 
Impossible Foundation (NIF), a non-profit 
organization comprised of thinkers, dreamers, 
and doers whose mission is to take ideas that 
once seemed impossible and make them pos-
sible. The EyeWriter is NIF’s Project 001, the 
first of many to come. The EyeWriter remains 
an ongoing collaborative effort meant to give 
back creative freedom to anyone who has been 
affected by neuromuscular syndrome. The 
EyeWriter construction information is made 
freely available on the EyeWriter website 
and, in fact, The Not Impossible Foundation 
(NIF) partners are keen to see what modifi-
cations other people make to the design. They 
encourage the sharing of information, and 
their version costs less than US$80 to make.

NIF’s long-term goal is to create a global 
professional/social network of software devel-
opers, hardware hackers, urban projection 
artists, and ALS patients from around the 
world who will use local materials and open-
source research to creatively connect and 
make eye art. Some of the international ini-
tiatives financed by NIF have lead to the cre-
ation of ongoing projects such as in Mumbai, 
the MubaiWriter, where they have blogged 
their progress haggling prices and building 
the headset from local materials. 

IN 2010, the Museum of Contemporary Art 
in Los Angeles (MOCA), contacted Ebeling 
to have Tempt be a part of their exhibition 

“In 2008, after  
a year of planning, 
two weeks of intense 
hard work, and  
all-nighters they 
gathered in Tempt’s 
room for a grand 
unveiling. After  
years, Temp  
drew again for the 
first time.”
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to celebrate the best street and graffiti art-
ists from around the world. All arrangements 
were confirmed, and days before the opening 
MOCA called to say they reduced the space 
allotted for Tempt’s work, claiming it was “not 
significant enough, and too artsy.” Tempt and 
Ebeling declined the museum invitation and 
took their sculpture piece on display at the 
Pasadena Museum of California Art (PMCA). 

What makes this piece of the story so sig-
nificant is that it demonstrates the type of 
radical collaboration upon which the Eye-
Writer was built. If Mick Ebeling and Tempt 
did not have the enrollment of people who 
believed in them and what they stand for, the 
open-mindedness, and the follow through; 
this story, Tempt’s art, and the EyeWriter 
would never have happened. 

It is no surprise that the EyeWriter is win-
ning acclaim and accumulating numerous 
awards —including TIME Magazine’s Top 
50 Inventions of 2010, Design Museum Brit 
Insurance Designs of the Year 2010, and Prix 
Ars Electronica. The Prix Ars Electronica 
is one of the most important international 
awards for creativity and pioneering spirit in 
the field of digital media. 

After a recent appearance by Ebeling in 
Denver, TEDxDU and the Craig Hospital in 
Denver, CO committed to help move the Eye-

Writer forward. Ebeling reminded everyone, 
NIF is actively seeking to further develop these 
kinds of initiatives and continues to seek radical 
collaborators of all kinds — technologists, grant 
writers, organizational mavens, administrative 
help to sift through the mountain of emails — 
to take the EyeWriter to the next level. 

About the project, Tempt said, “Art is a tool 
of empowerment and social change, I con-
sider myself blessed to be able to create and 
use my work to promote health reform, bring 
awareness about ALS and help others.”

Ebeling continues on his initial journey 
of discovery and shares his learning with 
others in speaking engagements that include 
TED events and the Microsoft MGX in late 
July. He teaches that “If you see something 
that’s not possible, make it possible. I’m not 
a programmer. I’d never done anything with 
ocular recognition technology. But I just 
recognized something and associated myself 
with amazing people so that we could make 
something happen.”

In true Mick Ebeling problem-solving form, 
he moves onto conclude with his call to action: 
“If not now, then when? If not me, then who?”

RElATED READINGS

The ebeling Group: http://theebelinggroup.com/

TempOne: http://temptone.wordpress.com/

The Not Impossible foundation: 
http://notimpossiblefoundation.org/ 
index.php/who_we_are

The eyeWriter: http://www.eyewriter.org/

TIMe: The 50 Best Inventions of 2010 
Nov 2010 
http://www.time.com/time/specials/packages/
article/0,28804,2029497_2030618_ 
2029822,00.html

TeD Ideas Worth spreading - Mick ebeling:  
The invention that unlocked a locked-in artist 
March 2011 
http://www.ted.com/talks/mick_ebeling_the_
invention_that_unlocked_a_locked_in_artist.html

TeDxDu: Mick ebeling: eyeWriter needs you  
May 2011 
http://tedxdu.com/2011/05/mick-ebeling-eye-
writer-needs-you/

The Graffiti Research lab 
http://graffitiresearchlab.com/
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desiGn for Life – the eYewriter

“That was the first 
time I’ve drawn  
anything in seven 
years. I felt like I had 
been held underwater, 
and someone finally 
reached down, and 
pulled my head up so 
I could take a breath.”
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Illustration of the EyeWriter device
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A conversation with 
Kiran Bir Sethi 
BY lAuRA CABAllERo

How did you develop the idea of empowerment as a catalyst for change? What inspired 
you to take these ideas and focus on children?
Kiran Bir sethi: From childhood, my parents had a very strong influence on me by 
allowing us to make our own decisions. A typical parent likes to make decisions for their 
children. For example, I have seen a lot of parents decide which flavor of ice cream their 
child should eat. Someone will ask the child, “which ice cream flavor do you like?” and 
the parent will respond, “he likes chocolate.” That’s an example of how a parent will take 
over their child’s decision. I think this comes from trying to protect the child, but I think 
there should be a time when a parent steps back and allows the child to make up their 
own mind and to make a decision. My parents emphasized that we should make our own 
decisions. It might be not the best decision, but at least it is still yours.

Executive Summary
In 2001, Kiran Bir sethi founded the Riverside school in ahmedabad, India. Her vision was to design a school’s curriculum  
that empowered children to be active in shaping their lives and to ultimately help them be confident and responsible adults.

In 2007, the Riverside students inspired a campaign called aProCh (a Protagonist in every Child). Once a month, the city 
entrusts its future wellbeing to its children by letting them experience the city’s social infrastructure. as a consequence, the next 
two parks to be built in the city were planned by the children.

In 2009, Kiran Bir sethi conceptualized and promoted India’s largest design contest for schools, where more than 100,000  
children participated in designing solutions for some of India’s most challenging problems. In 2010, the initiative known now as 
“The Design for Change” contest  has reached 22 countries and over 250,000 children are designing and implementing solutions 
in the areas of education, environment, child labor, urban planning, among others. 

“The Design for Change” contest mission is to empower children, parents, and teachers around the world to be ‘agents of 
change’; and collaborate to design solutions for a better future by understanding the power of two words: ‘I Can’.

Good Life  15
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Strategy  
in Action

>> Reach 
not only teach

>> Re-examine 
deep-rooted systems

>> ‘Infect’ 
people around  

you with a  
common vision

>> Champion 
the empowerment  

of children

>> Disrupt 
processes that  
stall progress
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a Conversation with kiran Bir sethi

THAT ULTIMATELY had a profound 
impact on me. When I studied design, I 
became more convinced that making deci-
sions is important for wellbeing. You need 
to feel empowered and you need to feel 
good about the decisions that you make. You 
should not feel guilty or fearful about mak-
ing decisions and choices. Otherwise, the 
decisions or the actions that you make are 
based on fear rather than confidence. 

When I got into education, I felt that was 
the one key ingredient that I had to give to 
my students: less fear and more competence. 
I want them to feel that they are not helpless, 
that when they confront a situation they will 
not say, “I don’t know.” 

Children still feel helpless in our current 
education system. They don’t know if they 
have made the right decision and they do not 
know if they are comfortable with themselves. 
In our school, children are taught early in the 
process that they are not helpless.

What inspired you to start the  
Riverside School?
kS: When my son was five and a half, he came 
home from school one day and he showed 
me his notebook. His teacher had put a big 
red line across his homework and he did not 
know why. When I asked him what happened, 

he replied, “I don’t know.” He had absolutely 
no idea why his teacher had crossed out his 
homework. It turned out that my son had 
written an essay and he did not write it the 
way she wanted him to do it and that was her 
way of telling him that he did it wrong. I told 
my son that his teacher was the one that was 
wrong. That event bothered me so much that 
I started the school.

Explain how the specific education process 
at the Riverside School helps and empowers 
children in order to shape “the good life.”
kS: There are five investments or skills 
that we work on every day at the Riverside 
School. The first is the social investment. 
This will help a child be more socially adept. 
With this investment, we can help students 
get along with people. Can he or she have 
a conversation without it resulting in an 
argument? If there is a conf lict, does the 
child know how to resolve it without fight-
ing, without hitting somebody? Developing 
social competence skills is very important 
at our school.

The second set of skills is emotional compe-
tency. Can I help the student feel good about 
who he or she is? Can you understand what 
makes him or her sad? What makes him or 
her happy? Can you do more of those things 
to make him or her happy? Introspection is 
an important part of this investment. 

The third investment is cognitive or devel-
opmental skills. When approached with new 
information or a new experience, the student 
should be able to develop skills and knowledge 
to adapt and learn about the new experiences.

The next investment is the investment in 
the physical child. Can the kid engage in 
physical activity? We want to make sure that 
the kids are healthy.

And finally, the fifth investment is spiri-
tual. I want to help a child understand that life 
is meaningless without sharing his or her tal-
ent. I want them to be inspired by the beauty 
of a butterf ly or by the magic of the sunset. 
They also need to understand that they have 
the power to heal if they come across someone 
who is emotionally hurt. 

These five investments are set in the pro-
gram in order to help children learn an ‘I Can’ 

“Can you imagine the 
long-term cost to the 
economy, the loss to 
one’s wellbeing, the 
loss in human capital 
if we have a genera-
tion of children that 
think that ‘they can’t?’ 
Education should 
teach us that ‘we can.’”
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Previous spread:
Children participating 
in the school activity 

“Nature Walk”

opposite: Riverside 
School children engaging 

in different activities 
to develop a positive 

attitude that empowers 
them to be active  
agents of change

Second row, right 
column: kiran sharing 

with winners for the 
first Design for Change 

School Contest
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CATAlYST Insight
Collaboration is vital 
to be able to create  

an outstanding  
outcome, not just a 
‘less bad’ solution.

change attitude and have confidence in their 
abilities to lead their lives. 

At what point did you realize that education 
needs to extend beyond the classroom?
kS: Very early, in fact many of the initia-
tives we used to do at Riverside School took 
place outside of the school and in the city. 
In 2009 we had the opportunity to move 
things to another level with the Design for 
Change Contest in India. With Design for 
Change we were able to show that kids are 
social entrepreneurs. All kids believe they 
can change the world into a better place. 
That year, we were part of TEDIndia and 
our work was presented to the world. Once 
that happened, Design for Change reached 
twenty countries. Since then, Design for 
Change continues to grow and reach more 
children in other countries. 

What encourages and inspires you to create 
bigger challenges for your school and expand 
outreach programs around the world?
kS: I think that it is because the opportu-
nity presented itself and you know that it 
can benefit another human being. You have 
to take the opportunity and dream big. I 
believe if you have the ability and opportu-
nity to reach as many children as possible 
then you should do it.

Your initiatives are considered inspirational 
because of your insight that the words 
“I can” can change a child’s world. What 
about those words makes you re-examine 
the educational system in India and want 
to re-shape it?
kS: Look what ‘I Can’ did to a nation. Can you 
imagine the long-term cost to the economy, 
the loss to one’s wellbeing, the loss in human 
capital if we have a generation of children 
that think that ‘they can’t?’ Education should 
teach us that ‘we can.’ We are constantly told 
that we should be quiet, we should not have 
an opinion, and we should not have an idea 
and then, we wonder why our children are not 
creative or imaginative. This is what happens 
when you tell a child that ‘you can’t’. ‘I Can’t’ 
has a huge price with a real human cost. In 
a country of billions of people there are two 

hundred million children who go into school 
but only eighteen million actually graduate. 
Of those who graduate, nineteen percent of 
the eighteen million children cannot get a job 
because ‘they can’t’. 

This is a staggering number and a big issue. 
A nation cannot continue having an educa-
tion system that tells its children ‘you can’t.’ 

‘I Can’ means that we have to re-imagine 
and re-design the entire program, from the 
beginning. There is a lot more work that 
needs to be done from the side of the teacher. 
It is a huge price to pay if a teacher feels ‘I 
can’t’. A nation cannot afford to pay this price 
any longer. 

Innovative design thinking is transform-
ing the educational system, as we know it. 
Children are adding strategic value to their 
education and they are making a significant 
social change in their communities. How 
are the children able to do these things and 
how do they uniquely transform the educa-
tion process as they grow and learn? 
kS: Within the program, the child evolves 
into a person who believes in possibilities. 

Look at a child from birth to two years old; 
they go from crawling to standing in those 
two years. The kid does not believe that this 
is an impossible feat; he or she just does it. 
In those two years, a parent gives them con-
stant motivation, ‘Come! Come! You can! 
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a Conversation with kiran Bir sethi

Kiran  
Bir Sethi

Educator, Riverside 
School Founder

Kiran is the founder/
director of the Riverside 
school in ahmedabad, 
India. she was trained 

as a designer and has a 
degree in visual commu-

nication from National 
Institute of Design 

(NID). she is also the 
founder of ‘aProCh’ - an 
initiative attempting to 

make our cities more 
child-friendly, for which 

she was awarded the 
Ashoka fellow in 2008.  
In 2009, Kiran was also 
presented with the ‘Call 

to Conscience’ award 
from the King Centre at 
stanford university, for 

the citizenship/liberation 
curriculum that Riverside 

school implements. 

Kiran was invited to be 
a speaker at TEDIndia. 
she was a symposium 

member at the  
Rockefeller Centre,  

(continued on page 19) 

“‘Contagious’ is a very 
powerful word. We 
need to ‘infect’ our 
kids with passion, 
with energy, and with 
laughter. They need 
to see that learning is 
fun and challenging.”



CATAlYST Insight
acknowledge what  
is in front of  
you. Opportunities  
for change are  
everywhere. Re-think 
and Re-shape.

You can!’ The moment a child starts talking 
and moving, a parent starts saying to them, 
‘Don’t go! Stop! Sit down! Keep quiet!’It is 
ridiculous! Children are so vulnerable at 
that age, but if you look at their potential 
and the power that they have, they are so 
fearless. When they fall, they drop, they roll 
over, and they put their hands on to every-
thing. Then we start putting fear and doubt 
in them. We consciously destroy their con-
fidence with ‘mothering’. The reality is that 
we do not ‘mother’ them, we ‘smother’ them. 
We are destroying our children with words 
like ‘you can’t’. Design for Change is one way 
to let children, parents, teachers, and society 
understand that the power is there. It just 
needs to be ‘shaken up’, it needs to be moved. 
Children need to believe that they can make 
the world a better place.

 
You use the words “contagious” and “infec-
tion”, in a positive and inspiring way. Why 
are they part of the new vocabulary of per-
sonal action and responsibility and how 
do they become part of the transformative 
shape of the Good Life? 
kS: You will ‘infect’ something only with 
what you have. If I have a cold, you get a 
cold, right? 

I am hoping that those teachers who are 
in front of our children are ‘infected’ or have 
passion, so they can ‘infect’ our children with 
passion. Unfortunately, most people in the 

teaching profession are bored, listless, and 
uninspired, so most of our children grow up 
mirroring these traits. ‘Contagious’ is a very 
powerful word. We need to ‘infect’ our kids 
with passion, with energy, and with laughter. 
They need to see that learning is fun and chal-
lenging. I think we owe it to our children to 
‘infect’ them in this way. It is the ‘I Can’ bug. 

How does this learning environment support 
a student in the journey for “the good life”?
kS: The Riverside School curriculum teaches 
them that doing well is not enough, they 
need to do something good. Students asked 
themselves, ‘can I help someone in a better 
way today than yesterday?’ The idea of doing 
‘good’ is important. Life is meaningless if 
they are not helping others, or they are not 
using it well if they are not helping others. 
The children have to engage with causes, and 
social issues. That is very important in the 
Riverside curriculum. They need to under-
stand that they can ‘infect’ people around 
them. If today you are better than yesterday, 
then, that is The Good Life. If today I have 
learned something from yesterday, that is 
leading The Good Life. 

Finally, how has your background as 
designer helped you in this journey?
kS: I design every day: from the idea to the 
communication materials. The design process 
allows you to see where the real problem is. 
This way we do not solve the wrong problem. 
Change cannot happen unless we are able to 
identify the real problems. Design thinking 
allows you to allocate and identify human 
behavior and human centeredness, and focus 
on discovery of these principles. By integrat-
ing these aspects of design it has helped me 
tremendously on this journey to empower 
children as agents of change. The children 
now know that they have the ability to shape 
their own lives.

RElATED SouRCES

www.schoolriverside.com

www.aproch.org

www.dfcworld.com
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(continued from page 18) 
Bellagio, Italy – look-
ing at Design for social 
Change. In May-June, 
2010, she was a Keynote 
speaker at the M.I. sym-
posium in Beijing, China, 
alongside Dr. Howard 
Gardner. In July of the 
same year, Kiran was a 
speaker and Panelist 
at a Conference titled 
“Where Do We Go from 
Here: achieving Global 
Peace with Justice in 
a sustainable environ-
ment?” at The Martin.

In July of the same year, 
Kiran was a speaker and 
Panelist at a Conference 
titled “Where Do We Go 
from Here: achieving 
Global Peace with Justice 
in a sustainable environ-
ment?” at The Martin-
luther King Jr. Research 
& education Institute, at 
stanford university.

Most recently, Kiran was 
invited as part of  
12 global thought 
leaders to become an 
Innovation Knight for the 
One for Peace initiative. 
Currently, she is  
promoting the world’s 
largest “Design for 
Change” contest, 
spreading the Riverside’s 
school philosophy.

“If today you are better  
than yesterday, then, 
that is The Good  
Life. If today I have 
learned something 
from yesterday,  
that is leading  
The Good Life.”
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Designing  
an ecosystem of  
the good life
BY VERoNIkA SCoTT

i want you to imagine the coldest day you can ever remember, the biting wind chilling 
you to your core. Now imagine spending your whole day, from morning to night wander-
ing endlessly though the city, with no home, no bed, and no warm cup of coffee at the 
end of the road.

This is reality for over 20,000 Detroiters. That means that 1 in every 42 people in the 
city are homeless. It is because of this, that the shelters you would turn to are too over-
whelmed and under supported to take you. Others are left to the streets when all the 
mental hospitals shut down. When that happens people are forced to provide for them-
selves when they have nothing.

Executive Summary
Can design help break the cycle of homelessness? In the following article, Veronika scott, the founder of the empowerment Plan, 
tells us a story of how she did just that. Her educational environment allowed her to explore social issues in Detroit and through a 
strategic design solution, break the cycle of homelessness. empowerment Plan is centered on the element s Coat, which is self-
heated, waterproof and turns into a sleeping bag. Through Veronika’s story we will discover the invisible human factors that went 
into her design solution, and we will witness a transformation of a community. Veronika’s academic environment provided a fertile 
ground for a design solution that truly creates a better life for homeless in Detroit.
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Strategy  
in Action

>> Designing 
a community  

ecosystem

>> Look around 
your community  

and see where design 
can help most

>> Embed 
yourself within  

that community’s  
daily rituals

>> Research 
all possible solutions

>> Prototype 
those solutions and 

ask for feedback

>> Incorporate 
feedback continually

>> Employ 
your community in  

the final solution

>> Establish 
strategic partnerships 

to help you deliver 
your design solution

>> Break 
the unsustainable cycle

>> Design 
a new ecosystem  

that will benefit the 
community
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desiGninG an eCosYstem of the Good Life

AS ART STUDENTS we are taught to cre-
ate and perfect, evolve and imagine. But what 
if one idea became the start of something 
revolutionary? As an art student at The Col-
lege for Creative Studies (CCS) in Detroit, 
I took a class that focused on creating con-
sumer goods. Within the class I worked with 
other students to research, design, and create 
socially conscious goods that would seek to 
better society and contribute something more 
to communities rather than fill a market void. 
I was introduced to the idea, not only through 
the class, but also through Project Humani-
tarian also known as Project H. Project H is a 
humanitarian company that really helped to 
get the ball rolling with regard to the class’ 
idea of socially conscious goods. My professor 
at the time encouraged us to research within 
our group ways in which we could create 
goods that would “give back” to the commu-
nity here in Detroit. 

As a designer and as a person, you imme-
diately think of yourself and what you need, 
in relation to others. I began to think about 
what, as a student and resident of Detroit, 
I needed to survive? Raman? That’s when 
I decided to reach out to the community of 
Detroit. The city itself has been an inspira-
tion since I was very young, and when I began 
to attend school here I was reminded of why 
Detroit has been my home for so many years. 
People talk about the constant state of decay, 
the overwhelming amount of poverty, and the 
ever-growing fiscal debt of Detroit. It is easy 
for these people to pick Detroit apart, but 
what I do not hear from these people are ways 
in which they might help build the city up. 

It is a shame because I think to myself, “hey, 
some of the greatest musicians have come out 
of Detroit!” I myself have become involved in 
Detroit’s underground culture of music, art, 
film, etc. Once you become a part of this city, 
its culture, its inspiration, its people, you begin 
to understand Detroit as sort of the “Wild West 
of Creativity.” Some of the biggest examples 
of this are The Power House Project, run by 
Mitch and Gena Cope, as well as of the Heidel-
burg Project, Tyree Guyton creator. In Detroit, 
you can take an idea and, if you are ambitious 
enough, you can create anything. Where else 
in the world can you take over city blocks? 

So I began to research Project H and a 
way to “take over a city block” or to just give 
back goods that would better my community. 
I wanted to find out what my city needed. I 
knew based on my surroundings, the amount 
of homelessness. I knew I wanted to work 
with these particular individuals. I began 
talking to shelters and came across the Neigh-
borhood Service Organization (NSO). On the 
streets it is known as Vietnam and serves as a 
warming station. 

I knew the numbers and stats of the amount 
of homeless individuals, but was never fully 
aware of their situation. Even though some 
called it a naive move on my part as NSO is 
in one of the roughest parts of the city, I saw, 
first hand, that this was a place to begin tl 
learn about what this community needed. 

At NSO one could go and sit in the warmth 
for eight hours a day. I watched as men and 
women would go through a metal detector. 
Although alcohol is not permitted on more 
than one occasion, individuals came in drunk 
or high. The NSO is different from a shelter as 
it is only a space for watching television and 
sitting in a chair and getting warm. There are 
no beds and no showers; it is a very raw space 
that simply provides comfort from the cold. 
On occasion, some organizations drop off 
already prepared food for those individuals 
who came for a bit of refuge. 

Once inside the NSO, I met the Security/

“As art students we 
are taught to create 
and perfect, evolve 
and imagine. But 
what if one idea 
became the start  
of something  
revolutionary?”



CATAlYST Insight
Design has potential 
to start a revolution

CATAlYST Insight
spending time and 
gaining trust of your 
target audience  
will lead to a better 
design solution.
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General Manager, Mr. S. With his linebacker 
demeanor, he introduced me to a not-so-
friendly crowd. I wanted to express to this 
group of individuals my idea of wanting to do 
something that would give back to the com-
munity, of wanting to see what their needs 
were. Mostly, I wanted to talk to them. So 
I was straightforward, stating, “I need your 
help.” Needs are different for everyone, and 
what I wanted to know were the ins and outs 
of everyday for these individuals. 

NO ONE REALLY understands what it is 
to be homeless, what it is to be living on the 
street day in and day out with no place to call 
your own. None of us really understand the 
lives of those who are homeless. I began in the 
men’s section, which is the larger of the two 
rooms, and I began to talk to the men, asking 
if any of them wanted to help. I only had eight 
men who volunteered. I immediately went to 
the women’s section, asking the same thing. A 
woman came up to me; she had no hair, deep, 
dry cracks in her skin and simply stated, “if you 
want to help us, turn our TV back on.” That 
was the first time anyone had spoken to me. 

I sat down and begin to talk with the vol-
unteers, giving them disposable cameras; I 
wanted to see what they saw. I wanted to know 
what their needs were, how each day was for 
them. Mostly I wanted to know what each of 
these individuals found important. Letting 
them know that I was going to be back the 
next day at eight o’clock in the morning, I set 
up a strict schedule, showing up at an exact 
time each day to talk with my volunteers. 

My grandfather, a child psychologist for 
Detroit Public Schools, told me that this 
would be a good idea, a way to help them to 
trust me. He told me not to promise the world, 
they will think you are being false when you 
do that. No one is a superman, I should not 
go overboard. So, I came back three times 
a week, every week, for five months. It took 
months before anyone actually opened up to 
me, actually let me in. And once they did, the 
stories poured out about how they lose trust 
in people, about being homeless, and stories 
about everyday human life. 

During my time at the NSO, I not only heard 
stories, but also, witnessed some instances 

of how people lose trust in others. Once, an 
Escalade rode by and the individuals inside 
the car threw dollar bills out of the window 
watching the homeless fight over them like a 
human dogfight. In another situation, Mr. S 
informed me that some non-homeless indi-
viduals would cheat homeless individuals out 
of their social security numbers, names, and 
birthdays by offering them a an inexpensive 
bottle of whiskey or cheap pack of cigarettes. 
In most cases, the homeless who would give 
up their identities to con artists, thought that 
these people were being kind. After hearing 
this story, I thought to myself, what have you 
gone through to think that someone stealing 
your identity is kind? What is your basis for 
comparison for cruelty?

The one thing that spurred the design of 
this coat was seeing an entire playground 
draped in clothes. It was covered in jeans and 
tee shirts; this place had become someone’s 
home. The shelter was one block away, and 
what shocked me was why someone would 
rather live outside in this makeshift living 
space than go into the shelter where they 
could be helped. I returned one week later to 
find that it had been burned down due to turf 
wars. I thought about why someone would live 
outside, why wouldn’t they go to the shelter, 
and then I realized that it was all about pride. 

Basic human desire: everyone wants to 
provide for themselves and their families. It 
is instinctual to want to be independent. I 
noticed that pride was a huge factor the fur-
ther I got into my research; that pride kept 
many of these individuals going, and they 
themselves were trying to make it on their 
own. One of the most powerful and last-
ing things I discovered through my research 
was that there is a certain emotional need, 
which should be addressed and that I was not 
taught in a classroom. Pride and the need to 
be self-reliant form a common thread among 
everyone and I think people are attached to 
self-reliance. These homeless men and women 
seek the same things as those who are not 
homeless. They want to obtain the things they 
need for themselves, by themselves; no matter 
if there is mental disability or not, pride will 
often rule the lives of these individuals. Some-
times taking free handouts is not something 
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find opportunity in 
problems that no one 
else is addressing
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that these men and women want to do. 
Throughout my research there was the idea 

of always being transient; in a way it is never “I 
live here,” but more of “I live here, right now.” 
These men and women are a part of society; 
they harbor the same emotional needs and 
wants that many of us do, and often this is 
overlooked. How unfortunate that many times 
when charity is being given, there is an aspect 
of gratitude that is wanted on some level. As 
if to say, “you should be grateful that I’m giv-
ing you the things that you need for free,” 
which should never be the case. This became 
my main reason for the design of the coat. I 
started out with the design being a coat/tent; 
I wanted it to meet the basic needs of these 
men and women. I wanted them to be able to 
be made by people who needed it, and it could 
be made in one’s size, shape, color, etc. 

During my five months at NSO, and after 
seeing the playground home, I started playing 
around with the idea of heat and shelter. How 
could I design something that would trap 
heat, store it, and become a form of shelter 
as well? There were other designs out there 
but none of which seemed logical and in the 
long run would not hold up against the hos-
tile winter. The one constant source of heat, 
no matter what, as long as you are living, is 
your own body heat. I began to brainstorm 
about how to make a coat that was high in 
design but not in price. Most of the coats out 
there that are sustainable are extremely high 
in price, but many of the people that need 

these types of coats cannot afford them. 
 I also knew that I wanted to make some 

type of clothing that would, not only trap 
body heat, but also could be used as shelter as 
well. I learned to sew in the process of design-
ing the coat and since I did not know how, I 
went to my mother (something I do not rec-
ommend to anyone who is reading this); as 
a result I spent 80 hours producing the first 
coat, (which I also do not recommend to any-
one reading this). To give you an example this 
was how the first layer of the coat was made: I 
seam ripped five wool coats, sewed the pieces 
together, and then cut out the pattern from 
that. The inside layer went something like 
this: grocery store bags were stuffed in the big 
black trash bags to create insulation with a 
strip of billboard fabric (nylon) sewn onto the 
back. I then cut orange construction fencing 
strips across the chest area of the coat. This 
failed. But keep in mind this was the very first 
prototype. What everyone needs in the win-
ter is a coat, but for those with no home, your 
coat is also your shelter.

The first one being kind of funny, I took it 
back to the NSO, just to get some feedback 
from the men and women there. Though 
they were oddly proud of me, they all agreed 
that it was a good idea, but the coat (which 
looked like a body bag) could use some work. 
Needless to say I had spent my spring break 
working on something that looked like a body 
bag, and no one at school had bothered to 
tell me. After that I went back to the draw-
ing board and immediately started working 
on another one. This time, it only took me 
60 hours. I continued to work on many other 
prototypes and near the end of semester, I 
shared the product with the Project H group 
and they loved it. They gave me the idea to 
use a DuPont product called Tyvek, a hous-
ing material used as a wind and water bar-
rier. Based on the feedback I was given, and 
with one week of the semester left, I created a 
whole new coat. By the end of the semester, I 
had created three fully functioning coats. But 
still I felt like there was more to be done.

I had accepted an internship in New York, 
but while away I realized that I wanted to fin-
ish this project, I wanted to take on this mis-
sion that I had been so passionate about. So I 
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“I also knew that 
I wanted to make 
some type of clothing 
that would, not only 
trap body heat, but 
also could be used as 
shelter as well.”
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came back to school and used the studio to fig-
ure out ways this idea could be integrated into 
the community. I had thought I would just pull 
people off the street and have them make their 
own. But this, I realized would not be possible. 
And, at this point, I had no idea what to do or 
where to begin, so I began to get re-acquainted 
with shelters and the community again. I rec-
ognized that if I couldn’t produce these coats 
the way I want by pulling them off the streets, 
I would need to hire people for production. 
Again, how could I make this happen? 

I became more focused on ideas about how 
I was going to do this based on what I real-
ized about cycles. So many of these individu-
als had lost homes, families, friends, etc. and 
if by some small chance, after living on the 
streets anywhere from six months to some 
twenty odd years, they got into a shelter, they 
were only there for ninety days. During the 
ninety days they have to get sober, find a job, 
save money, and find another place to live. 
The job market is scary for college kids let 
alone someone who has been on the streets 
for ten years and has no resume. What hap-
pens when the ninety days are up? Or, in the 
case of transitional housing, what happens 
when the two years are up? Most individuals 
can end up right back where they started.

After this second round of research, and 
after the cycle became clear, I began to 
understand that I can not solve the homeless 
epidemic, no one can. My goal then became 
trying to help these individuals get out of the 
cycle. I wanted it to go further, I wanted to 
try and reach out at what the shelters deemed 
“the unreachable.” These individuals (who 
were actually mostly male) were my main 
targets. They were the ones these coats were 
meant for, who because of pride or mental 
instability had refused shelter and the help 
that could come with it. This became the 
start of the Empowerment Plan.

It was this idea and a homemade proto-
type that landed me a meeting with the CEO 
of Carhartt, Mark Valae. The Dean of CCS, 
Imre Moloar, took an interest in my work 
and informed Mark Valae, who wanted to 
sit down with me to discuss my Empower-
ment Plan. I saw this as an opportunity to 
help Detroit, and the people and communi-

ties who make up this city, get some good 
press coverage. Again, so many good things 
are constantly coming out of Detroit, why 
look at only the bad things? Mark Valae pro-
vided me with the essentials: industrial sew-
ing machines, Velcro, and of course yards of 
fabric. Next I joined forces with a non-profit 
shelter organization called Cass Community 
Social Services. They gave me a space in one 
of their warehouses. 

The Empowerment Plan centers on the Ele-
ment S Coat. It is self-heated, waterproof, and 
transforms into a sleeping bag at night. The 
coat is made by a group of homeless women 
who are being paid to learn and produce 
the coats for those living on the streets. The 
focus is on designing a system to create jobs 
for those who desire them and coats for those 
who need them at no cost. The importance 
is not with the product but with the people. 
This goes back to my wanting, not only, to 

help break a cycle, but also, to give back what 
is needed within the community.

The Empowerment Plan has two main 
goals: we want to employ homeless females 
within the city of Detroit, and we want to give 
the Element S Coats to individuals living on the 
streets. We strive to establish trust and com-
munication with individuals deemed by the 
shelters as unreachable in the homeless com-

“The focus is on 
designing a system to 
create jobs for those 
who desire them and 
coats for those who 
need them at no cost. 
The importance is 
not with the product 
but with the people.”

Veronika Scott
Founder and President 

The Empowerment 
Plan

Veronika scott is the 
founder and President of 

The empowerment Plan 
in Detroit. In scott’s 
role as founder and 

President, she is respon-
sible for the everyday 
management of The 

empowerment Plan, coat 
development, funding 
research and employ-

ment of Cass Community 
social services  

shelter residents. 

Currently a design 
student at the College 
of Creative studies in 

Detroit, the “element s” 
concept coat was cre-

ated after scott received 
a college assignment 

in early 2010 to design 
and fulfill a need. scott 
currently employs three 

female Cass Community 
social services shelter 
residents who sew the 

element s Coats in 
her 1,200 sq ft space 
inside a 42,000 sq ft 
warehouse located at 
1401 Vermont street 
in Corktown, Detroit’s 

oldest and most historic 
neighborhood. scott 

shares this warehouse 
with many other local 
designers and artists. 

scott’s employees,  
once homeless them-

selves, are now learning 
a trade and have paid

(continued on page 27) 
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stay focused on your 
design solution.  
Don’t try to be a 
design-superwoman.

CATAlYST Insight
strategic design is 
people-focused,  
not artifact-focused.

munity (the mentally impaired, etc). We want 
to teach sewing, manufacturing, and produc-
tion skills to individuals who need jobs offering 
a sense of pride to the women who have been 
employed in the production of the coats.

We, at the Empowerment Plan, want to 
create a sustainable manufacturing system 
to help and employ homeless individuals. 
The women we have hired will be produc-
ing the Element S in a range of sizes from 
small to triple extra large in a variety of col-
ors, and then these coats will be given to 
homeless individuals on the streets through 
existing organizations. We have finished the 
pilot stage of coat production and we have 
produced and distributed 25 coats made 
of Tyvek and Nylon to those who needed 
them. The Empowerment Plan is now set to 
become both a for-profit LLC, which we call 
“The Empowerment Group”, and a non-profit 
501(c)(3). Having been given so much positive 
feedback and after trying out the production 
coat ourselves, it has exceeded our expecta-
tions in functionality.

Currently we are made up of one full-
time seamstress Elisha, who has been paid 
full-time since day one. We plan on hiring 
and training two more homeless women to 
begin the production for the coming winter 
months. Throughout this summer, we have 
been scouting for funding to help run the 
non-profit section of the organization. In 
the coming months we will be working with 
multiple material companies in order to find 
alternatives to the current combination of 
Tyvek HomeWrap and Nylon. We want to 
ensure that we have the safest and most effi-
cient combination so the coats can continue 
to be sustainable. Needless to say we will be 
doing quite a bit of experimentation. The 
excess coats made of Tyvek will be auctioned 
off in the coming year to raise awareness of 
the homeless epidemic. These coats are blank 
slates that can be easily modified by art-
ists and designers to create something with 
powerful meaning. One of our main goals 
throughout this process will be to raise the 
funds for our future plans and creations. 

Our goal is to produce eight hundred coats 
over the next year. Business and production 
operations are held at 1401 Vermont, a build-

ing in the heart of Detroit, with a focus on 
community activism and collaboration. 1401 
was created by Phil Cooley and will also sup-
port many other businesses and creative aspi-
rations, such as fashion designers, chefs, and 
large foundations. We are still joined with 
Cass Community Social Services, which has 
provided access to their shelter, Mom’s Place, 
in order to hire motivated, homeless woman. 
They provide multiple other programs includ-
ing PATH, which is one of the many organiza-
tions that will distribute coats to those on the 
streets. The Empowerment Plan is also work-
ing to expand the reach of the Element S Coat 
around the globe. With the help of United Way 
and The Red Cross, we hope to widen our dis-
tribution for relief from future natural disasters 
and for cities in need of immediate shelter.

These first two years will focus on estab-
lishing The Empowerment Plan Non-Profit. 
It will consist of producing coats for home-
less individuals as well as to aid relief efforts 
across the globe. After the 501(c)(3) has been 
established, we will launch The Empower-
ment Group, LLC. We want to design and 
produce coats for the public to purchase and 
use which will cover our future one-to-one 
business model. We hope that when one per-
son buys a coat, it pays for the cost of giving 
one away to a homeless individual. The coats 
will have the same aesthetic, advanced mate-
rial technology, and come in multiple options 
for extreme or fashion-based use. 

In the coming years, we want to own our 
own community buildings. Three or more 
would be used as our manufacturing, busi-
ness headquarters, low-income housing for 
homeless women, and a free health clinic, 
which would provide both mental and physi-
cal care. The most important thing I think, 
is to remember that our organization is not 
done changing, it will constantly be improv-
ing and adapting itself to respond to the 
needs of our community. 

RElATED READINGS

http://detroitempowermentplan.blogspot.com/

http://casscommunity.org/

http://www.heidelberg.org/
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(continued from page 26) 
employment building 
coats for others who are 
currently homeless. 

scott expects to 
graduate from College 
of Creative studies in 
December 2011.
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A Conversation  
with Bruce Mau
Re-thinking the role of design  
in shaping of our future
BY PAolA lADINo, MAlA PARIkh, GISEllE CARR AND MARY McBRIDE

Thank you for meeting with us Bruce. We would like to invite you to explore the good 
life with us and the role of design in shaping it. What comes to mind when you think 
of “the good life”?
Bruce mau: That’s a great question. I think that you have to imagine a new definition of 
good, because one way of defining that is really part of the old way of thinking, is a kind 
of excess of luxury, or consumption. We need a more intelligent way of being in the world. 
We need to think about using less energy not more, consuming less not more. It is not 
about having a worse time or having less of an experience, but rather about having more 
of an experience and less of an impact.

Executive Summary
Bruce Mau is a designer, a revolutionary, and a visionary. During the last 15 years he and his studio have worked collaboratively 
with well known clients, designers and leaders in the creation of projects that shape our future and redefine our world and our way 
of living. His work involves constant search and experimentation; broad, collective and interdisciplinary.

In this interview, Mau discusses how we live and the structures we have created to support our life styles. He reminds us that 
“design is invisible until it fails” and calls for rethinking the role of design in creating the good life and in shaping a better future. 
He discusses the underlying and unavoidable links between design and economies that must support and sustain nine billion souls.
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Strategy  
in Action

>> Understand 
our capacity to realize 

our potential

>> Open 
 a new conversation  

about our new  
possibilities and their 

challenges 

>> Understand 
 that particular 

outcomes require a 
design intent

>> Think 
 and understand the 

role that every  
object plays within the 

invisible system  
that supports our  

way of living.

>> Open 
 to a new understand-

ing of leadership  
that is not led for 

chronological or  
hierarchical orders.

>> Face 
 the challenges  

of success

>> Think  
about citizens instead 

of consumers.

>> Build  
a new economy  

based on what society  
really quantifies,  

measures, and values.

>> Design  
and visualize new  

possibilities  
for business.

(continued on page 31) 
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What role does lifestyle play in this more 
intelligent way of being in the world?
BM: Well it is important to note that it is 
actually two words, “life” and “style”, and not 
the singular, one word term that is again gen-
erally considered to be about consumption. If 
you think about style, there are some people 
who think style is not a serious subject, not 
something that is worthy of serious consider-
ation. But in fact, philosophy is style. Style is 
a way of living, a way of being. So, when I put 
together my book Life Style I was really try-
ing to understand, “What is our way of living? 
What is our way of being?” In other words, 
“What is our style of life?” 

In trying to understand life style in a new 
context, I realized that what is going on is 
extraordinary. We have an amazing capacity 
to realize our own potential--just absolutely 
off the charts. Throughout history who had 
the capacity that we have as individual citi-
zens today? For most of history, almost every-
thing that we are capable of was out of the 
reach of even the most powerful rulers. 

But now, we have capacities that kings 
and queens and leaders could have not even 
imagined. That requires a new conversation 
about those possibilities and the philosophi-
cal issues, questions and dimensions that they 
challenge us with, and introduce us to.

Do we also need a new conversation about 
the relationship between style and design?
BM: Well, I think style can also be positive or 
negative; you can have a “hideous style”, not 
only visually, but also in its conception. To 
produce a deliberate style that is not acciden-
tal, that isn’t a consequence of random effects, 
there is only one way to do that, and that is by 
design. It is a process of understanding that I 
want a particular outcome, not random out-
comes, and therefore I intend to design it. 

We are also really interested in how you 
tie design with economies, and other con-
cepts you discussed in your books. So, if you 
say that the future demands a new kind of 
designer, what qualities, tools and skills 
does this new designer need?
BM: That’s a great question. If you think 
about design in this new realm, if you think 

about designing a new way of being, design-
ing a way of living, it’s not necessarily a visual 
outcome. It’s not necessarily an object-based 
outcome. It’s really about thinking about the 
often-invisible systems that are supporting 
our way of living. It’s thinking about the con-
text in which we are living, as an ecology that 
sustains process. So you need a very differ-
ent sensibility. First of all, you need the tools 
to understand systems. You need the tools to 
understand different scales of operation, that 
if you’re designing an object, that object is not 
a discrete entity. That object is actually incor-
porated in other systems, and the object itself 
incorporates systems within it. 

So the idea that somehow you could have 
a thing that is separate and discrete from the 
context in which it exists in is a kind of fic-
tion that we have produced in order to get 
our work done. The reality is that the objects 
that we produce are tied into complex webs of 

relationships, with the ecology and the con-
text that they are part of which will demand a 
different set of abilities, tools, ways of think-
ing, and the ability to move across scales, 
being able to look at the big picture. Zoom-

“We need to think 
about using less 
energy not more, 
consuming less not 
more. It is not about 
having a worse time 
or having less of an 
experience, but rather 
about having more 
of an experience and 
less of an impact.”
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Design requires  
collective, interdisci-
plinary, and collab-
orative teams capable 
to understand the 
systemic dimension 
of every object and 
the interconnectivity 
between the systems 
that support our way 
of living.

ing out and looking at the big picture of the 
economy and ecology of a project, zooming 
in and looking at almost an atomic level to 
understand the matter and the energy of a 
project. And then, being able to communicate 
at those different scales, what’s going on and 
how we put things together. 

Obviously that is a very different approach 
and I have to say that it has been really chal-
lenging over the last several years. For me, I 
have more or less worked this way, organi-
cally, from the outset, with a kind of sensibil-
ity and proclivity that I have to think about 
those kinds of things. But I have to say that 
it’s been a real challenge in the market. Most 
people don’t see design that way, and most 
companies don’t see design as something that 
you apply to the business, not to the products. 
They see it in a very particular way, in a very 
conventional way. I’ve been fortunate to find 
people along the way, who really wanted to 
engage in this other level. But it’s been quite 
challenging to articulate it even, to say, “This 

is how I see it, and this is how I want to work”. 
It’s very different from the conventional way. 

That being said, we also want to ask you, in 
your Incomplete Manifesto for Growth, you 
said that “everyone is a leader”, and in Mas-
sive Change and also in The Third Teacher, 
you said that “everyone is a designer”. For 
you, what is the relationship between 
designing and leading?
BM: In some ways, designing is leading; 
design is leadership. You can’t design, except 
to envision a new world. I don’t think there 
is a better definition of leadership. For me 
one of the most interesting developments in 
this way of thinking about design is that the 
leadership of governments becomes a design 
project. The leadership of business, of organi-
zations, within your own life, these become 
design questions. If you want specific out-
comes, that is design. If you want something 
other than random events in your life, you are 
in some way designing that. 

The idea that everyone can be a leader is 
really about understanding that leadership 
isn’t something that you earn by tenure; it’s 
not something that you have because you’ve 
been here the longest. We should be open to 
leadership across the spectrum of experience. 
I’ve had this experience myself, I did a huge 
project in Japan, and the youngest guy in the 
studio led that project. He went to Japan and 
met with one of the most powerful develop-
ers in the world, in Tokyo; here’s a young guy, 
just out of college, leading a project, collabo-
rating with one of the most powerful people 
in Japan, and it was amazing. He just had 
what it took at that moment to lead that proj-
ect. The idea that somehow the hierarchical, 
chronological orders to leadership is not the 
new spirit. 

Just to add to what you were speaking about 
previously, you are one of the few leaders 
who is advocating so much optimism. What 
do you see is the relationship between opti-
mism, politics and design?
BM: Great question, it’s a really good question. 
One of the challenges about being optimistic is 
that you look like the village idiot. People are 
so often battered by constant barrage of nega-

(continued from page 30)

>> Design  
new collaborative 
models to solve the 
challenges of our time.

>> Redefine  
a positive economic 
growth that gives to 
the future generations 
a greater experience, 
full of possibilities 
instead of sacrifices.  

“But now, we have 
capacities that kings 
and queens and  
leaders could have 
not even imagined. 
That requires a new 
conversation about 
those possibilities 
and the philosophical 
issues, questions and 
dimensions that they 
challenge us with, 
and introduce us to.”
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MASSIVE ChANGE 
massivechange.com
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“It’s not about 
the world of 
design, but 
the design of 
the world.”
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tive images, negative stories, and the worst 
of human behavior, that it’s no wonder that 
people are pessimistic. One of the ways I’ve 
described this is, if you published a newspaper 
called reality, it would be a mile thick, and the 
first quarter inch of it would be the New York 
Times, and it would scare the living daylights 
out of you. You would just want to hunker 
down, lock your doors, close the borders, and 
be defensive in every way. But the rest of the 
mile is massive change. The rest of the news-
paper that is a mile thick would be things like, 
“here are people at Northwestern University 
who are collaborating to invent an AIDS test 
that costs less than a dollar and gives you the 
results in under an hour”. You’re not going to 
hear that story because no one’s going to get 
hurt by it, no one’s going to get killed by it, 
you’re not going to hear that story. 

I think one the great challenges of our time 
is to actually see the reality of what’s going 
on. The reality is that we’re almost seven bil-
lion people. If we were failing, we would be 
one billion. The fact is that most of the chal-
lenges that we face today are the challenges of 
success, not failure. The great problems that 
we will face in this century are the problems 
of succeeding. That we are going to be seven, 
eight, nine, ten billion people, and that we are 
going to face the challenge of feeding them, 
sheltering them, connecting them, allowing 
them to reach their full potential. 

When I think about my own optimism, it’s 
a fact-based optimism. If we were a billion 
people, I’d be pessimistic, and rightfully so. 
But the reality is that it’s probably the great-
est moment in human history, to be alive and 
working, where more people in more places 
are participating in new forms of wealth and 
possibility than at any time in human his-
tory. By a radical long shot not by a margin. 
Billions of people have become wealthy; now 
that is causing new problems, but that is a 
wonderful problem to have. And we still have 
great old problems, like the people at the very 
bottom of the pyramid, in poverty and need-
ing access to possibility. 

Some of the challenges that you described 
in Massive Change are about those seven 
billion people, so you referred to them as 

citizens. You also have discussed the need 
for designers to design from the perspective 
of the citizen. That would include both sets 
of people. How do you think designers can 
be enabled to do this?
BM: Well, I thought of myself when I was 
quite young, as putting out a signal. That I 
needed to broadcast a signal that other peo-
ple could find. There are many people who 
see people as citizens and not consumers; 
unfortunately they are not the majority at 
this moment in history. I could tell you the 
number of times when I’ve been in a room 
and people have referred to the population 

as citizens and not consumers; almost every 
company thinks of people as consumers. To 
change that, you need to actually think about 
this way of working and thinking for yourself, 
and think, “What am I doing to understand 
the individual and their possibility as a citi-
zen? And then I need to broadcast that signal 

Bruce Mau
Chief Creative Officer

Bruce Mau is founder 
of Bruce Mau Design 

and the Massive Change 
Network. as Chief 

Creative Officer from 
1985 to 2010, Mau’s 

clients included Coca-
Cola, McDonald’s, MTV, 
arizona state university, 

Miami’s american  
airlines arena, New 

Meadowlands stadium, 
frank Gehry, Herman  

Miller, and santa 
Monica’s Big Blue Bus.  

Through his work, Mau 
seeks to prove that 

the power of design is 
boundless, and has the 

capacity to bring positive 
change on a global scale.  

Working with his team 
of designers, clients and 
collaborators throughout 

the world, Mau continues 
to pursue life’s big  

question, “Now that we 
can do anything,  

what will we do?”

“To produce a  
deliberate style that 
is not accidental, that 
isn’t a consequence  
of random effects, 
there is only one way 
to do that, and that is 
by design. It is a  
process of under-
standing that I want 
a particular outcome, 
not random out-
comes, and therefore 
I intend to design it.”
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S,M,l,Xl exposes the 
hidden process of 
architectural practice 
through the work of Rem 
koolhaas and his studio. 
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The design challenges 
of our time represent 

our success and flaws 
as a human race. They 

bring to us an oppor-
tunity to reach our 

potential as a society 
with possibilities never 

seen before.
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in a clear and pure way, so that other people 
can find me, because I need to find the other 
people who also want to work this way. 

When I was young and started out first 
working in design, I realized that the kind of 
interests that I had were really esoteric and 
not too many people would be right for me to 
work with. It was really critical to maintain 
clarity of signal so that they could find me, 
because if I were doing something that con-
fused or compromised that signal, they would 
not be able to find me. I think a really impor-
tant aspect of a design practice and being a 
designer, is to understand that you have to 
actually take responsibility for that signal. 

Do you think the future of design lies in 
redesigning economies?
BM: I certainly think that’s a huge issue, 
question and challenge that we face. So, if 
you think about the way that we do things 
as an economy, in other words, if we’re mak-
ing things and exchanging things, that’s an 
economy. The way that we’ve designed the 
economy determines what gets exchanged, 
and what has value. In business there’s an 
idea that whatever you measure is what you 
value. If you want people to do certain things, 
then you have to measure that thing in order 
that they know that that’s what you’re actu-
ally interested in. We’re working with a group 
right now, and they have time sheets. And we 
said, well, “Why don’t you have idea sheets?” If 
you believe in ideas, why would you have time 
sheets and not idea sheets? Are you really say-
ing that it’s all about labor by the hour? Or 
do you believe in the value of ideas? If you 
do, then you need to redesign that economy, 
and begin to understand how do we actually 
quantify it, measure it and therefore value it, 
and communicate that value and build a new 
economy around that new value.

In your book Life Style, you talk about the 
Global Image Economy. I wonder if you could  
please elaborate on the meaning of that.
BM: Well what we realized was that there was 
a new kind of context. If you think about the 
image as a practice, there’s a wonderful book 
that Phaidon produced called 30,000 Years 
of Art. They just selected some of the most 

beautiful images and artifacts from around 
the world, in all different cultures over 30,000 
years, and put them in chronological order. So 
you can see, what’s happening in Japan, at the 
same time as something else that is happen-
ing in Central America. And, what you see 
that’s really interesting is that, for most of 
history, images were actually objects. 

There’s a huge, huge transition that hap-
pens principally sometime over the last thou-
sand years or so, where you move from the 
object to the image. But there’s no capacity 
to reproduce that image. So each image is a 
unique entity, and over time we developed the 
capacity to do absolutely amazing images at 
increasing scale, and to create these extraor-
dinary images of exceptional power. What 
happened in the last century begins with 
Gutenberg, and earlier in China, where we 
introduced the first notion of reproduction. 
What happened over the last century, espe-
cially over the last fifty years is that, that the 
capacity to reproduce just kind of runs like 
wildfire. What I realized is that this is actu-
ally in the process of generating a new context 
within which we work. 

If you think about who owns the power of 
the image, for most of the last two centuries, 

“It’s really about 
thinking about the 
often-invisible  
systems that are sup-
porting our way of 
living. It’s thinking 
about the context in 
which we are living, 
as an ecology that 
sustains process.”

opposite:
ThE ThIRD TEAChER

thethirdteacher.com

BMD co-authored a book 
with oWP/P Cannon 

Design and VS Furniture 
that explores the link 

between how we learn 
and where we learn – the 

physical environment 
Italian educator loris 
Malaguzzi called the 
Third Teacher (after 

adults and peers). The 
book examines the 

relationship between the 
physical environments in 

which kids learn,  
and the knowledge, 

insight, abilities and  
joys they gain.
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it was the church. So almost all the images in 
the 30,000 years of art over the last two cen-
turies are images from the religious works of 
one sort or another. And they controlled the 
image, and if you wanted to experience one, 
that’s where you went, they saw the power of 
it. Now it’s a radically democratized potential. 
My daughters do videos like I did drawings 
with pencils, but they have the capacity to use 
the image and generate new expressions in 
a way that, when I was a child, would have 
involved a Hollywood studio. So that distri-
bution of the economy of the image is pro-
ducing all sorts of new behaviors, economies, 
possibilities, and so on. 

What role does the Global Image Economy 
play in the relationship between business 
and design?
BM: If you think about producing a product 
today, if you have a business, you have an 
image business and a design business, or you 
probably won’t have a business for long. Every 
business today is a design business, or it won’t 
be a business in the future. It’s about design-
ing new possibilities, and the capacity to 
visualize those capacities is central to future 
business. And that puts design and visual-
ization and the image economy right at the 
heart of new business. So, if you think about 
the proliferation of images, and the competi-
tion of images for attention, you realize that 
it’s unbelievable in its voluptuousness, in its 
capacity to produce new and beautiful things, 
sometimes also horrific things. 

But the capacity to generate visual cul-
ture grows daily, and that means that the 
competitive context in which you’re working 
is that new image context, that new image 
economy. Ultimately, if we’re producing a 100 
billion images a year, and if you’re creating a 
new thing, meaning if you’re producing a new 
image of a new way of living, a new idea, that 
means there’s going to be 100 billion and one. 
And that ‘one’ has to survive in that context 
of 100 billion. 

Also in your work you spoke about the 
importance of a collaborative process, in 
particular the use of renaissance teams and 
the redefining of the relationship between 
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lIFE STYlE 
The book’s layout echoes 
his conviction that  
design is more than an 
end in and of itself:  
it is “not separated or 
segregated from life  
but instead is integrated 
with other messy flows.  
It engages directly with 
the world.” 
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Re-designing a new 
economy requires: 

understand our way  
of living, redefine  

our concept of good 
life, and ultimately  

re-formulate our  
societal values.
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the designer and client. Why is this so criti-
cal for you?
BM: Design is still very much thought of as a 
singular cultural practice, in other words it’s 
about authorship; it’s about a single individ-
ual doing a single thing. So, the whole world 
of wonderful products and wonderful objects 
ties us back to that understanding. The real-
ity of most great challenges that we face today 
is that the likelihood that an individual can 
develop the capacity to solve it is almost zero. 
The likelihood that a person has the renais-
sance ability to master multiple bodies of 
knowledge is really not plausible. If we’re 
going to take on these challenges, what that 
suggests is that we have to develop new mod-
els for how we do that; that if we simply go at 
it in the old way, “I’m smarter than the last 
guy”, then it’s going to be a setup for failure. 

One of the things that we discovered in 
our own practice, it was actually Bill Buxton 
who is a researcher for Microsoft who saw 
it, he said what you’re actually doing is put-
ting together a renaissance team, because 
the renaissance person is no longer possible. 
Ultimately, if you’re going to take on these 
challenges, you’re going to have to assemble 
a team that has science, art, design, culture, 
imaging, cinema, writing, poetry; ultimately 
you are going to want to assemble a team 
that has a great diversity of talent and skill 
to be able to tackle the problem, articulate 
the problem, speculate on solutions, analyze 
solutions, and really formulate new strategies. 
That was where that concept came from, but 
we had already developed this organically in 
our own practice; you’ve got to put together 
a group of people if you’re going to have any 
hope of dealing with these issues. 

Some of the challenges you mentioned, 
and identified in Massive Change. You also 
identified several Design Economies, as 
you refer to them. We were curious as to 
how those Design Economies relate to the 
Global Image Economy that you outlined in 
Life Style?
BM: The notion of a discrete economy is not 
really plausible. In other words, we identified 
ten design economies - energy, movement, 
the economy of the image, the market econ-

omy - and the way that we defined those is 
as realms of your experience or of your world 
that are being reinvented or invented by these 
new capacities to design. 

The way that I thought about that was, if 
you imagine the number of times that you 
can close your eyes, and opened them in a 
space where you only see natural things, you 
realize that it’s almost zero. You live inside 
of a complex set of design economies, and 
most of your experience, you live a designed 
experience. Now much of that is really badly 
designed, but it is designed nonetheless. It is 
produced for you. Much of it is also extraordi-
narily well designed, or beautifully designed. 
But your experience is inside of these design 
economies. So what we tried to understand 
was, what are they? How could you define 
them? It’s not that they’re ultimately discrete, 
in other words, the economy of movement in 
some ways is an energy economy. It’s about 
what forms of energy we use to create move-

ment, and the experience that results from 
that approach. So in that sense, they’re not 
meant to be seen as discrete. 

The image economy is just one section; 
every one of the other economies lives in some 
ways within the image economy, in the same 
way that they live within the market economy. 
It’s a complex set of interrelated economies. 
You just can’t imagine an economy of move-
ment divorced from the image economy. 

We are very interested in what Japan might 
teach us in what ways an economy might 
change, in what ways it needs to change. Do 

“In some ways, 
designing is leading;  
design is leadership.  
You can’t design, 
except to envision  
a new world.”
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Design is far away 
from isolated object 
outcomes. Design is 
about the collective 
visualization and cre-
ation of new possi-
bilities of change that 
allow us to success-
fully face the chal-
lenges of growth.
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you have any thoughts about what we can 
learn, based on the most recent experience 
of Japan, and how Japan is working with 
that experience?
BM: There are a number of lessons. I have to 
say that I found the whole episode extraordi-
narily revealing and horrific in many dimen-
sions, but also challenging in many ways, and 
I would say inspirational in many ways. In 
the sense that, on the one hand, obviously the 
impact on the people and the sheer force of 
the natural world was absolutely extraordi-
nary, I mean I’ve never seen anything quite 
like it. But at the same time, when you think 
about how resilient their systems are, in that 
context, that even with the absolutely amaz-
ing force of impact, and there are an amazing 
number of people who actually lived through 
it, and survived it. If you think about the level 
of design in that country, the level is so high 
that they could actually experience an earth-
quake at that magnitude and mostly survive, 
when in countries where you just don’t have 
that caliber of design development, it would 
have been orders of magnitude greater. 

At the same time it also reveals some fun-
damental challenges in the systems that we’re 
designing, especially in the nuclear system. 
You’re kind of balancing a can of kerosene 
with a candle on top of it, on something that 
is extremely fragile; that is in fact volatile in 
movement and motion. So the potential for 
disaster is there in such a big way. 

I think that in some ways the disaster 
there exposed the potential that we have in 
many places around the world for that kind 
of impact. At the same time, you have to real-
ize that for the most part, the industry has 
been extraordinarily safe; that we’ve been 
producing this kind of energy with almost 
no disasters, over decades. I’m just trying to 
understand, what does a post-crisis economy 
look like? 

I think that it’s a really important series 
of investigations, because I think at this 
moment, we still only have one definition of 
a successful economy, and that is growth. If 
you listen to any day-to-day economic news, 
we can’t imagine an economy that is produc-
ing less, as a successful economy. We can only 
think of it as producing more. I think that the 

challenge there is, how do we define ‘more’, in 
a way that isn’t a greater impact? That doesn’t 
demand more and more resources, and take 
away from the future of our children? Or leave 
them a bill, a toxic legacy in the way that we 
do it? And I think that’s a huge challenge as it 
is, about as big a challenge as we can imagine. 
What we have to do on top of that is, how do 
you do that in a way that is actually ‘growth’ 
more in greater possibility, and not defined in 
the negative, so that it isn’t defined as a future 
that is less than our past. Because so long as 
it’s defined that way, people will move away 
from it, they’ll move away from that kind of 
intelligence. No matter how brilliant it is, if 
it looks like sacrifice, they will move towards 
something else. 

And though there will always be a group 
of hard-core, environmental thinkers who 
are happy to sacrifice in order to accomplish 
a new way, ultimately we have to get beyond 
that to a model that is not about sacrifice but 
is actually about a better experience, one that 
is more beautiful and more exciting. I think 
that if ever there was an opportunity for a dif-
ferent way of thinking, and really exploring 
that possibility, it’s in a post-crisis condition. 

It’s such a good example of when you say, 
“design is invisible... until it fails”, all of 
us watched the same images and watched 
design fail, and succeed in so many ways, so, 
thank you for the thoughts on that. Thank 
you for broadcasting your signal so clearly 
that we were able to pick up on it. 
BM: Thank you so much, truly. Very insight-
ful and demanding questions.
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Executive Summary
To be a fly on the wall for a moment at Middlebury College in Vermont is to learn an insightful lesson in what is evolving in our 
education around designing the good life. Middlebury is quite a gem, two centuries old, a renowned institution, with interna-
tional faculty who believe in emphasizing reflection, discussion, and intensive interactions between students and faculty. The 
story begins, with a partnership between students and faculty who found their way into the u.s. solar Decathlon, an interna-
tional competition for 20 educational institutions that culminated on the National Mall in Washington, DC this september. What 
is it like for students, eager to make a difference to each other, their communities, and the world as a whole? In this article we 
learn how faculty and students come together to make the world a better place, and share their vision for “the good life”.

Design as We 
Go…an Exercise 
in Making  
the World a  
Better Place
BY ANDREA kERz-MuRRAY

a few years ago in my Archi-
tecture and the Environment 
class at Middlebury College, a 
student asked me, “how can we 
‘make’ the world a better place?” I 
had spent most of the semester exposing 
students to the egregious consumption of 
energy and other resources by buildings across 
our country and trying to offer a glimpse of hope 

Imagining the “Good life”:  
hand Rendering of Self-Reliance.
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for the future. I attempted to enlighten them with the work of a few architects and 
engineers who are leading the way with efficient buildings. I included myself among 
those few, and even so, I droned on about the gloom and doom of climate change. But, 
these students did not really need me to explain the problems of climate change; they 
instead needed me to teach them how they could actively make a difference.

About 100 years ago, most every building in the world was net-zero in its energy 
consumption. In Vermont, where I live, practice, teach, and play that was certainly the 
case. Homesteads evolved as the result of our needing to keep warm, produce food, and 
simply endure our long, harsh winters. We were very connected to our landscape. We 

wasted nothing. We lived by the seasons 
and knew what resources were avail-

able and where they came from.  
While not necessarily luxuri-

ous, this was in so many 
ways a very good life.
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Set in Rural Vermont: 
Computer-generated 
Rendering of Self-Reliance.
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WITH THE ADVENT of cheap fossil fuel, 
we lost our connection to nature, and we fell 
in love with the convenience of energy-on-
demand: electric lighting, oil furnaces, air 
conditioning…you get the picture. We began 
to design buildings with these conveniences 
in mind and forgot about orienting ourselves 
to the sun, away from the wind, close to our 
downtowns. This did not just happen in 
Vermont, but around the country. The same 
building going up in Vermont was also being 
constructed in Arizona, Florida, and Oregon 
regardless of our dramatically different cli-
mates and heritages. 

As a result of this bad planning and neglect 
for precious resources, we have been poison-
ing ourselves and our planet. We have lost 
respect for our various environments and for-
gotten that we are interdependent on nature 
and its systems.

 So, “how can we ‘make’ the world a bet-
ter place?” asked my student. And, how 
can we ensure a good life for everyone and 
everything? We need to stop being so pas-
sive. We need to take action. We need to be 
resourceful and inventive. Instead of sitting 

“So, “how can we 
‘make’ the world a 
better place?” asked 
my student. And, 
how can we ensure a 
good life for everyone 
and everything? We 
need to stop being so 
passive. We need to 
take action. We need 
to be resourceful  
and inventive.”
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Strategy  
in Action

Enlighten –  
illuminate, open  
ones eyes to greater 
knowledge

Net-zero – build 
using no more energy 
than onsite renew-
able energy sources 
provide annually

‘Make’ a  
difference –  
devise and ensure  
a way to improve the  
environmental and 
social effects and 
affects of design

Channel –  
direct, guide without  
loosing abundant flow 
of natural energy

Competing – 
match up, take on a 
challenge and vie for 
the winning outcome

Solve – answer, 
effectively and  
sustainably resolve, 
work out a solution

Engineered –  
skillfully, artfully 
arranged or designed 
and built

Self-reliance – 
resourcefulness, the 
ability to rely on  
ones own strategy  
and power

Seeing – uncover, 
reflect, discern and 
deduce through obser-
vation or experience
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Andrea  
Kerz-Murray

AIA, NCARB,  
lEED AP BD+C

andrea is an architect, 
planner, and leeD 

accredited Professional 
who recently started her 
own practice in Middle-

bury, Vermont. Her firm, 
Vermont Integrated 
architecture (www.

vermontintegratedarchi-
tecture.com), focuses on 

integrating sustainable 
and healthy design ele-

ments and strategies into 
all their buildings and 

their relative communi-
ties. Having grown up 

in Rochester, Vermont, 
andrea moved home in 

2003 from New york 
City where she worked 

on various projects with 
William McDonough + 
Partners, flynn-stott 

architects, and for 
the City of New york. 

andrea has a Bachelor 
Degree in english from 

syracuse university and 
a Bachelor Degree in 
architecture from the 

Pratt Institute. andrea 
was on the Board of 

Directors of aIa Vermont 
and edited their monthly 
newsletter for four years, 

2003-2007. andrea 
lectures at conferences 
throughout Vermont on 

Integrated Design-Build 
and sustainable Design. 
she has published sev-
eral articles on similar

(continued on page 47) 

around and talking about how things ought 
to change, we need to get out there and 
‘make’ the difference. And, it occurred to me 
at that time that it is my students and the 
generations who follow them who will have 
to ‘make’ that difference. 

Post-secondary education can be a very 
isolated and isolating experience. When you 
have the drive to do something meaningful, 
the last thing you want to hear is, “could you 
write me a 10-page paper about that?” The 
dialogue between student and professor is 
not enough. Lingering in my mind was the 
question, “how do we channel our students’ 
abundant energies, allow them to act and do, 
while providing them with the skills they will 
need in the real world to advance their envi-
ronmental initiatives?”

In July of 2009, Middlebury College stu-
dent Addison Godine asked me if I had ever 
heard of the U.S. Department of Energy Solar 
Decathlon. He also asked if I would support 
his efforts and those of his peers in pursuing 
the competition. I thought about it for a while, 
and then I sent an email to a few colleagues 
for their thoughts. Within hours, our college 
President was involved and called a meeting 
to discuss. By August, the college administra-
tion had given its permission for Addison and 
his rapidly growing team to prepare a pro-
posal for the competition.

For those of you who do not know, the U.S. 
Solar Decathlon is an international competi-
tion “that challenges 20 collegiate teams 
to design, build, and operate solar-powered 
houses that are cost-effective, energy-efficient, 
and attractive. The winner of the competi-
tion is the team that best blends affordabil-
ity, consumer appeal, and design excellence 
with optimal energy production and maxi-
mum efficiency,” as noted on the official Solar 
Decathlon website (www.solardecathlon.org). 
Teams construct their homes and transport 
them the Washington, DC where visitors 
can tour the houses, gather ideas to use in 
their own homes, and learn how energy-
saving features can help them save money 
without sacrificing—hopefully augmenting—
their quality of life. The event took place this 
September 23–October 2, 2011. 

 What I am aching to explain is why Mid-

dlebury competed in this competition, why it 
was the most exciting and excellent learning 
experience for all involved, and why we have 
what it takes to win the competition and help 
win this battle with climate change.

Middlebury College is a small liberal arts 
college in central western Vermont. Most 
Solar Decathlon teams hail from gradu-
ate programs at large universities with 
professional programs in architecture and 
engineering. In September 2011, Team 
Middlebury showcased their house in the 
Solar Village in Washington, DC alongside 
teams like: Team China, Team California, 
Team Belgium, Team New Zealand, Team 
Maryland, Purdue, and the impressive list 
goes on… Humbled? ...a little bit. Intimi-
dated?...no way! 

Team Founder Godine explains, “I got 
involved in this project for two reasons: the 
first is that there is a pressing problem to be 

“What I am aching  
to explain is why 
Middlebury is  
competing in this 
competition, why it is 
a most exciting and 
excellent learning  
experience for all 
involved, and why  
we have what it  
takes to win the  
competition and help 
win this battle with  
climate change.”
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Never loose respect 
for our various envi-
ronments nor forget 
how interdependent 
on nature and its 
systems we are.

solved here, and the second is that among 
many pressing problems in the world, I feel 
I am most competent at helping solve this 
particular one.” Addison is an Architectural 
Studies major with a minor in Physics. 

When we visited the 2009 competition, 
we noticed how technically sophisticated, 
“engineered,” most of the houses were. They 
seemed to be machines, not homes. The use 
of space was also not so efficient, with spaces 
for one, maybe two people to live. Well, we 
are a liberal arts institution; and we teach the 
humanities, so we figured it was time to put 
the “human” element into this competition. 
Our house is a comfortable home for a family 
of four people. Its efficient, attractive design 
is intended to help re-define what makes a 
good life. It takes cues from the past while 
acknowledging and preparing for the reality 
of our future. 

“Looking back on this project, most of us 
won’t remember the specific wood finish we 
selected, or the sentences we re-crafted for 
hours; but we will remember the challeng-
ing, yet rewarding, process of  collaborating 
to produce a solution to one of the greatest 
problems of our generation: disregard for 
the environment,” predicts Communications 
Leader, Katie Romanov.

The home is deliberately and affectionately 
dubbed, “Self-Reliance” after Transcenden-
talist Ralph Waldo Emerson’s 1841 work that 

challenged Americans to evaluate society as 
individuals. He asked that we reject confor-
mity for its own sake and, instead, be loyal 
to our own moral beliefs. Today, Emerson’s 
message is especially relevant. In a world 
fast approaching its carrying capacity, we are 
reevaluating the ways by which our society 
produces and disposes of energy and mate-
rial goods, developing strategies for energy 
and material efficiency, and trying them out 
in our project. 

Godine continues, “Perhaps at the root 
of the problem is how Americans, and oth-
ers around the world who see our example, 
imagine success. Symbols of success in our 
society include but are not limited to: man-
sions, yachts, sports cars, and suits. It’s stuff. 
Fundamental to our project is the idea that 
stuff doesn’t necessarily lead to the ’good life.’ 
Rather, we see the ’good life‘ in simpler terms: 
it’s about the response to the seasons, respect 
for the natural environment, interaction with 
family and friends. We have designed and are 
building a house that brings these relation-
ships to the fore.”

So, how does a liberal arts college teach 
its students to design, build, fundraise for, 
and communicate the intentions of a 1,000 
square-foot house? This would be an appro-
priate place for me to note that while I am 
the lead faculty advisor to the project, my 
role in its development is entirely support-
ive. The students are doing almost all of the 
work. They are designing, building, fundrais-
ing for, communicating their intentions, etc. 
with advice and resources put forth by me 
and other faculty, staff, and local professional 
advisors. This is a student-driven, student-
run, and student-executed project. 

Even so, the Faculty Advisors to the proj-
ect did develop, with student assistance, a 
hands-on curriculum paralleling our own 
benchmarks and the required deliverables 
from the Department of Energy. Our goal 
has been to teach resourcefulness: how 
to take an idea, evaluate it for effective-
ness, and make a well-informed decision 
as to how to proceed. We have been teach-
ing students how to act on their ideals, how 
to ‘make’ a difference, or ‘make’ something 
that will make a difference. We are teaching  
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“Fundamental to  
our project is the  
idea that stuff  
doesn’t necessarily 
lead to the ’good  
life.’ Rather, we see  
the ’good life‘ in  
simpler terms.”

(continued from page 46) 
topics and has received 
numerous awards for 
her work.  In addi-
tion, andrea has been 
teaching Introduction 
to architectural Design 
and architecture and the 
environment at Middle-
bury College since 2007.  
as you can tell from her 
article, she is the very 
proud lead faculty advi-
sor to Middlebury’s 2011 
solar Decathlon team.
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We must not  

simply help identify  
problems, but show 

how strategic design 
solutions can  

change the future.
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students how to collaborate with each other 
to do this ‘making,’ not alone or one-on-one 
with a professor. They are realizing, as 
James Surowiecki points out in his book The 
Wisdom of Crowds, that their collective wis-
dom is far greater than the intelligence of 
any single individual on the team.

So often we describe the unique learning 
experiences of our students, and I am clearly 
doing that here. But it is important to note 
that this has been a great learning experience 
for us all. These kids have truly changed my 
life and my approach to my work. They have 
taught me that it is never too late to follow 
your dreams and beliefs; it is never too late to 
change the world; and to always, always ques-
tion convention. In fact, one of our greatest 
supporters, building material supplier Joe 
Miles noted, “What the team doesn’t know 
about buildings is actually its greatest asset.” 
My students question everything. 

One example stands out. We knew that 
the envelope of this building would need to 
be incredibly well insulated in order for it to 
be net-zero energy and still comfortable in 
Vermont in January. We explored just about 
every insulation option out there from foams, 
to fiberglass, to cotton and blue jeans. Our 
students in charge of engineering looked at 
the insulating value of each material, our 
student chemists looked at the global warm-
ing potential and life cycle of each material, 
and our student builders considered afford-
ability and constructability. While urethane 
foams are clearly the most effective insula-
tors per inch and best air-sealers available, 
we opted for dense-pak cellulose insulation 
made from recycled newspaper. Why? We 
gathered all the information we possibly 
could and weighed the pros and cons. While 
the cellulose meant we needed a roof cavity 
over 21 inches thick and walls over 11 inches 
deep, instead of foam sections half as thick, it 
also meant we would have a minimal impact 
on global warming in terms of the product 
manufacture and installation—most impor-
tant we would be putting a safe and healthy 
material into our home. So, while the obvi-
ous, conventional answer to super insulat-
ing these days is foam for immediate energy 
savings, the more thoughtful answer is cel-

lulose. We discovered this thanks to these 
inquisitive and relentless kids. 

Why is this approach to education impor-
tant and effective? Student Melissa Segil, also 
the Team Manager, explains: 
“working on the Solar Decathlon has been 
the most rewarding aspect of my college 
career.  The project offers a unique opportu-
nity to test and apply the philosophy behind 
so many of the principles we only discuss in 
the classroom. Reading and writing about 
the need to reduce carbon emissions is very 
different from actually tackling one compo-
nent of the problem: residential energy waste. 
I’ve begun to understand firsthand why there 
are so many obstacles to real progress, but 
am also encouraged and inspired to push 

further after graduation. Although I may 
not work in the architecture or construction 
industry, I’m still gathering experience that 
will lend itself to any profession--problem 
solving, critical thinking, and group orga-
nization. It’s also a great opportunity to test 
ideas while we still have the resources that the 

“These kids have  
truly changed my  
life and my approach 
to my work. They 
have taught me  
that it is never too 
late to follow your 
dreams and beliefs;  
it is never too late  
to change the world; 
and to always,  
always question  
convention.”

opposite:  
“The up-rising”:  

Celebrating the begin-
ning of construction 

and the raising of our 
first wall panels.  Team 

photo. April 2011.

(left to right) Team 
leaders Melissa Segil, 

Addison Godine,  
katie Romanov.

up on the Roof.  
Ben Brown, Team Safety 

officer, and Danny 
Powers, Construction 

Foreman, install Solar 
Panels at our Middlebury 

Construction Site.
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College can offer. Our professors can guide 
and mentor us where the standard curricu-
lum might not have the time or space.”

When I was asked to write for this publi-
cation, I was asked to explain how the story 
of our project contributes to the design of 
a “good life.” I believe we are helping to re-
define what a good life is, and hopefully we 
are communicating that being energy effi-
cient does not mean that we need to make 
sacrifices to that good way of life. In fact just 
the opposite, it suggests a life that is more 
comfortable, healthier, and happier for many 
generations to come.

Addison sums it up, “in a lecture at Mid-
dlebury this past spring, author of Fast Food 
Nation Eric Schlosser said that identifying 
problems in the world is a useless practice 
unless we take steps to solve them. His final 
words to the audience were quoted from a 
Buddhist monk, ‘Once there is seeing there 
must be acting; otherwise, what’s the point of 
seeing?’ Among so many classes, books, lec-
tures, and other things that open our minds 
to seeing, the Solar Decathlon is our oppor-
tunity to act.” 

RElATED READINGS

Please visit our website at http://solardecathlon.
middlebury.edu/ for more information about 
the project or feel free to contact me directly at 
akmurray@middlebury.edu .

u.s. Department of energy, u.s. solar  
Decathlon visit http://www.solardecathlon.gov/
about.html

“The Wisdom of Crowds” James surowiecki 

http://www.randomhouse.com/features/wisdo-
mofcrowds/

“Working on the Solar 
Decathlon has been 
the most rewarding 
aspect of my  
college career.”
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Executive Summary
In March 2010, adventure ecology founder and environmentalist David de Rothschild and his intrepid crew set sail on an ocean 
adventure of unrivaled proportions. The journey took them over 11,000 nautical miles across the Pacific in a boat made almost 
entirely from plastic bottles. The Plastiki has been on a mission to beat waste, not only as a product or outcome, but also as a  
system for how strategic design can re-imagine definitions of the “good life”. Created almost entirely from reclaimed plastic water 
and soda bottles and a uniquely recyclable and relatively unexplored material, seretex, this distinctive, one-of-a-kind construction 
not only set the stage for a historic expedition, but allowed adventure ecology and its crew to deliver a spectacular global  
“Message in a Bottle.”

Plastiki’s Voyage to 
Save Our Oceans
A Conversation with David de Rothschild 
BY GISEllE CARR

Can you give us the background on the Plastiki?
PlastiKi: The Plastiki began her adventure in 2006 after taking inspiration from a report 
issued by United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), called ‘Ecosystems and 
Biodiversity in Deep Waters and High Seas’ and Thor Heyerdahl’s epic 1947 expedition, 
The Kon-Tiki. True to their values, a compelling and pioneering expedition was needed 
that would not only inform, but would also captivate, activate and educate the world that 
waste is fundamentally a product of inefficient design.  

With more efficient design and a smarter understanding of how we use materials, 
principally plastic, waste can be transformed into a valuable resource, in turn helping 
to lessen our plastic fingerprints on the world’s oceans.
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Strategy  
in Action

>> Recognize 
that waste is  

fundamentally a 
design flaw that does 
not appear in nature.

>> Rethink 
waste as a resource.

>> Understand 
the lifecycles and 

materials used in our 
everyday lives, and 

how behaviors can be 
changed to suit.

>> Re-integrate 
back into the web of 
life by reducing the 

human fingerprint on 
the natural world.
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TO UNDERTAKE the Plastiki expedition 
David and his team were not only influenced 
by the principles of ‘cradle-to-cradle’ design 
and biomimicry but also brought together a 
multi-faceted team from the fields of sustain-
able design, boat building, architecture and 
material science in order to foster a collection 
of new ideas and cutting-edge technologies 
that allow the Plastiki to be a truly unique, 
one-of-a-kind expedition vessel. The Plastiki 
as a system, not necessarily as an outcome or 
object, can be a prototype for other “cradle-
to-cradle” innovations. In that sense, it is a 
challenge and adventure for those who inno-
vate in other ways. 

What was your motivation?
PlASTIkI: It is estimated that almost all of 
the marine pollution in the world is com-
prised of plastic materials. The average pro-
portion varies between 60% and 80% of total 
marine pollution. In many regions in the 
northern and southern Pacific Ocean Gyres, 
or waste accumulation zones, plastic materi-
als constitute as much as 90 to 95% of the 
total amount of marine debris. Scientists 
estimate that every year at least one million 
seabirds and 100,000 marine mammals and 
sea turtles die when they entangle themselves 
in plastic pollution or ingest it. According to 
Project Aware, 15 billion pounds of plastic are 
produced in the U.S. every year, and only one 
billion pounds are recycled.

It is estimated that in excess of 38 billion 
plastic bottles and 25 million Styrofoam cups 
end up in landfill and although plastic bottles 
are 100% recyclable, on average only 20% 
are actually recycled. What is not in landfill 
or recycled can end up in ocean gyres around 
the world.

Can you elaborate on the philosophy  
of the expedition?
PlASTIkI: We started by recognizing that 
waste is fundamentally a design flaw, meaning 
that it does not appear in nature. Essentially, 
we wanted to re-think waste as a resource. 
At present, plastic is the one material that is 
specifically designed for one-time use, even 
though it lasts forever. Approximately 17 mil-
lion barrels of crude oil are used to make the 

29 billion plastic bottles Americans consume 
each year. Five out of every six plastic water 
bottles are not recycled, and a plastic bottle 
can take up to 450 years to degrade. This is 
no way to be energy efficient!

We decided to approach this problem by 
thinking about cyclical ‘cradle-to-cradle’ pro-
cesses rather than using linear thinking to 
design our world. To gain a better understand-
ing of the lifecycles and materials used in our 
everyday lives, we made the commitment to 
be curious and open. We were prepared to let 
go of assumptions in order to undertake a new 
‘Planet 2.0’ way of thinking and acting. 

Acknowledging that we don’t have all the 
answers and that nobody is as smart as every-
body, we placed a lot of value on being collab-
orative and curious in order to engage multiple 
perspectives, skills, opinions and organiza-
tions. Our philosophy is about constantly 
learning, unlearning and re-learning. 

Re-integrating back into the web of life will 
take recognizing and reducing our human 
fingerprints on the natural world. We felt it 
was imperative to move on from just articu-
lating the problems. We wanted to inspire 
actions and design solutions. In the end, our 

“A compelling and 
pioneering expedition  
was needed that 
would not only 
inform, but would 
also captivate,  
activate and educate 
the world that waste 
is fundamentally  
a product of  
inefficient design.”
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David de  
Rothschild

Environmentalist; 
Founder of Adventure 

Ecology, MYoo

David is an adventurer, 
environmentalist and 

the founder of MyOO, a 
meaningful marketing 

agency, online zine and 
adventure group, special-

izing in sustainability 
consultancy, material 
science and product 
design. It is MyOO’s 

goal to inspire dreams, 
fuel conversation, share 
innovations and activate 
change in order to give 

nature a voice.

from March to July 
2010, David and a crew 

of five undertook the 
latest expedition, ‘the 

Plastiki’, sailing across 
the Pacific Ocean on  

a catamaran made  
buoyant by 12,500 

reclaimed plastic bottles 
to beat waste.

David is recognized as 
a National Geographic 

emerging explorer, Clean 
up the World ambas-
sador, uNeP Climate 

Hero and a young Global 
leader respectively.

for further information 
please contact  

Katie Tilleke Irvin e:  
Katieirvin@myoo.com
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voyage and philosophy is about encouraging 
the world to reduce, reuse, recycle and rethink 
the planet’s natural resources by delivering a 
spectacular global “Message in a Bottle”.

How long did the actual voyage take?
PlASTIkI: The voyage took 129 days, 3,083 
hours. We travelled approximately 8,300 nau-
tical miles. 

You mentioned captivating, activating and 
educating the world about the design flaw 
represented by waste. How did you engage 
your worldwide audience while at sea?
PlASTIkI: From our launch to our arrival, 
we undertook over one hundred interviews 
while at sea. We were able to generate a lot of 
interest, and were featured in over six hun-
dred print publications and an equal number 
of broadcast and radio pieces. Over four thou-
sand news web sites have featured us, and we 
have a pretty strong social media following as 
well, including about eight hundred tweets 
during the voyage while we were at sea.

The storytelling and adventurous aspect 
of the Plastiki book was one of the most 
compelling aspects. I was also intrigued by 
some of the vignettes about design innova-
tion, such as bio glue, biomimicry. How does 
Plastiki evidence these design innovations?
PlASTIkI: The Plastiki is no ordinary vessel. 
It was created almost entirely from reclaimed 
plastic water and soda bottles. The reclaimed 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) soda bottles 
are one of the core building components of 
the Plastiki. Around 12,000 reclaimed soda 
bottles were used to keep us afloat. 

Seretex is a self-reinforced PET and a 
uniquely recyclable and relatively unexplored 
material. It has never been used to make any-
thing like a boat before. It is a woven fabric 
made from PET fibers and is 100% recyclable. 
Free of contaminants, it can be melted down 
and reused to make just about anything, from 
objects such as car body panels to construc-
tion products. It is a natural fit to replace 
fiberglass in future ocean-going vessels and 
has almost limitless applications.

The Plastiki was primarily powered by wind-
power. When extra precision was required, 

for example, when navigating coral reefs, the 
trailing turbine was also used for propulsion. 
The turbine is electrically powered; utilizing 
charge from solar panels, a wind turbine and 
bicycle-powered generators on board.  

Part of the inspiration for our voyage was 
the knowledge that this one-of-a-kind ves-
sel would not only set the stage for a historic 
expedition, but would allow Adventure Ecol-
ogy and its crew to deliver a spectacular global 
“Message in a Bottle.”

“The first challenge was to find a way to 
turn a very weak material (plastic bottles) 
into a structure that would withstand the 
forces likely to be experienced on a voy-
age through the Pacific Ocean. We took our 
inspiration from a number of examples that 
included the way that eggs used to be pack-
aged in Japan (tied together with reeds so 
that the eggs are held firmly in compression). 
However, the source that provided the great-
est breakthrough was a pomegranate. When I 
was cutting one up, I realized that each indi-
vidual segment had a degree of internal pres-
sure, and that by packing them together in a 
geometrically compact way, filling the gaps 
with pith, and surrounding them all with 
a tough skin, the end result is a very resil-
ient form… It was very satisfying to see the 
concepts of biomimicry being taken through 
the whole project, including the design of the 
cabin by Nathaniel Corum of Architecture for 
Humanity and the first use of a completely 
nontoxic type of glue as an alternative to the 
conventional resin-based compounds used 
in boat building.” 
- Michael Pawlyn, From Pomegranates to 
Plastiki: How Biomimicry Helped to Build 
the Boat

Plastic pollution, while a massive, global 
environmental problem, is also a very personal 
one. The effects of global warming caused by 
colorless, odorless gases may not yet be widely 
felt; we all see and touch plastic every day of 
our lives. We can readily see our waste foot-
print grow, but all of us can do something 
immediate and measurable to reduce it. 

RElATED RESouRCES

http://www.plastiki.com Lu
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“Life is Good When 
You’re Barefoot”
An interview with Asher Clark, Head Designer
of VIVOBAREFOOT and Terra Plana
BY AhMAD AlAMMARY

How does the design of a shoe contribute to living a good life?
asher clarK: We believe that traditional thick-cushioned soled shoes do limit your life; 
when actually they should enhance it. VIVOBAREFOOT shoes are designed to “take 
you further,” in three ways. First, VIVOBAREFOOT (VB) shoes are versatile; they will 
not limit you to a single environment. Waterproofing, breathability, style, and sole trac-
tion are carefully considered and brought together to complete a suite of barefoot shoes 
designed to excel in any chosen activity and environment.

Executive Summary
Well, quite literally, shoes create a footprint. We all love the shoes we own, whether for their level of comfort, or the way we feel 
walking in them. some will even sacrifice their comfort for the aesthetic. unfortunately, shoes help create one of the bigger foot-
prints on our planet. eco fashion is a rapidly growing industry and the footwear industry is evolving with it.

Have you ever thought about how sustainable your shoes are? When they are out of fashion, or a little scuffed, do you simply 
discard them just because you like them a bit less? Think about it.

Manufacturing shoes creates hazards with harmful glues and synthetic materials even before they arrive at the stores we buy them in. 
But, we do have options. Many eco-friendly shoe brands make their shoes from natural biodegradable materials like canvas, hemp 

and organic cork and are sewn, rather than glued with toxic chemicals.
VIVOBaRefOOT shoes were designed for a better life-a good one. This revolutionary footwear was created in collaboration with 

podiatrist and footwear specialists to help awaken the senses and encourage us to move as millions of years of evolution intended. 
The shoes come with ultra-thin soles and extra room for toes to control balance and grip. 

VIVOBaRefOOT was introduced into the market in 2004 as a collection of the Terra Plana brand. as the support for minimalist 
footwear grew, so has demand. VIVOBaRefOOT is now a stand-alone brand in the footwear industry yet still embodies and expands 
upon Terra Plana’s eco-friendly core values.

Walking in them is designed to approximate the way we stand and walk in bare feet. They use recycled materials from plastic 
polyethylene terephthalate (PeT) bottles and vegetable dyes. But they do not sacrifice style or comfort.
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Strategy  
in Action

>> Observe 
human posture with 

and without shoe 
cushioning/support

>> Correct 
a long-term belief  

that extra support for 
the heel is better

>> Design 
a shoe that emulates 

barefoot walking

>> Construct 
a shoe with  

sustainable materials 
including recycled 

plastic bottles

>> Gather 
results to  

incorporate into future 
shoe design
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“Life is Good when You’re Barefoot”

SECOND, the “barefoot” sole is engineered 
to mimic and encourage natural barefoot 
movement while providing puncture resis-
tance and thermal protection. Barefoot move-
ment is natural movement, and when your 
body is able to move in its natural way, it not 
only feels good it also significantly reduces 
the chance of injuries.

Third, it is amazing how a simple concept 
like minimizing the material between you and 
the ground makes all the difference in increas-
ing awareness and enjoyment of your everyday 
surroundings. Quite often we hear that people 
choose to walk on the gravel or the cobble-
stone or the cracks in the pavement when they 
see them, just because it “feels good.” 

How did your design philosophy come about 
and how did it continue to develop?
AC: At Terra Plana, we began with the ques-
tion, “What is a sustainable shoe?” We racked 
up the sustainability credentials. Design for 
disassembly, use of recycled and recyclable 
materials, local sourcing/production, use of 
natural materials, hand-stitched constructions 
and many more. So our current design phi-
losophy evolved as we realized that we needed 
to make sustainability sustainable, and we 
looked at ecological fitness as our inspiration. 
A product has to fit in its environment, the 
marketplace, to survive, just like an animal, 
so function became our primary focus. Good 
design is functional design, so design at VB 
attempts to make sustainability inextricable 
from, even central to, the purpose of the shoe. 
We will not make a product unless it connects 
the consumer with the natural world, to other 
people, and to him/herself (by prompting 
consideration of lifestyle and choices). 

What are your success criteria  
for a single pair?
AC: Each pair of shoes needs to provide maxi-
mum protection and maximum sensation, 
without sacrificing function at all. We start 
with function: will the shoe perform exception-
ally for its intended use? From there, is there a 
way to put any less material between the foot 
and the ground without sacrificing that per-
formance or protection? Also, each product 
is successful when it moves the business pro-

cesses in the right direction. “Maximums” are 
important above, but gradual progress toward 
absolute minimums in production processes, 
component parts, and materials help VB to 
usher in true sustainability; when waste is 
perhaps redefined altogether.

How does sustainability factor into the 
design of your footwear?
AC: The core of our sustainability strategy is 
to continuously look to minimize components 
and production processes. This is not an end 
in itself; it is a necessary step toward focus-
ing on the ideal of eliminating waste from 
our production process and avoiding harm-
ful substances. For example, we designed a 
glueless “Pop” line of shoes for the Terra Plana 
line a few years ago that featured remov-
able/ replaceable soles that pop into a frame. 
Inspired by this learning, a lot of our innova-
tion focus is in creating mono-material shoes 
and further developing dual density injection 
molding (like the VIVOBAREFOOT Ultra: 
a running shoe which plugs together with 
almost no glue or production line process and 
is the lightest running shoe in the world; an 
especially necessary step toward streamlined 
and proper recycling.)

Tell us about how you source the materials 
you use to construct your shoes.

“Quite often we hear 
that people choose  
to walk on the gravel 
or the cobblestone  
or the cracks in  
the pavement when 
they see them,  
just because it  

“feels good.””
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AC: We source our materials as locally to the 
production of the shoes as possible. Where 
possible we work with a core group of our 
high level regular suppliers and are constantly 
pushing them on performance, lightness, 
durability and eco credentials so we can be 
sure that we are doing our complete best.

You’ve developed your own eco-matrix sys-
tem; could you tell us more about it?
AC: In its first form, we judged the shoe in five 
categories: efficiency, sole, upper, comfort, and 
looks. Scores in each category were based on 
“fit” and environmental impact throughout a 
product’s lifecycle, from sourcing and process-
ing to manufacturing, consumption, and end-
of-life. We are developing a new eco-matrix, 
both as a qualitative and quantitative metric, 
but also as a tool to influence and emphasize 
aspects of design. It will be a proactive assess-
ment, one in which marginal improvements 
are not the end game; it will keep our eye on 
actual solutions and the cycles required for 
true sustainability. 

Where can I take my pair of VIVOBARE-
FOOT’s or Terra Plana’s when I want to 
discard them? Is there a recycling system 
in place?
AC: We have a product take back system in our 
shops. We will take any customers old shoes 
and, through a partner company, recycle and 
or dispose of them as safely as possible. We also 
provide incentive for our customers to partici-
pate in this program by offering 10% off their 
next pair if you recycle a pair of VIVOBARE-
FOOT or Terra Plana shoes in the NYC store.

How did you see the economic value in using 
recycled material in creating your shoes?
AC: For now, on a sourcing level, honestly, it, 
more often than not, increases the component 
price and tends not to increase the perfor-
mance, but only equal its non-recycled alter-

native. For sure in the future, using recycled 
will be a given, as I am sure virgin materials 
will be more sparingly used and it will be so 
expensive to throw things away. So economi-
cally it will not be viable to discard things.

Terra Plana and VIVOBAREFOOT are 
owned by Galahad Clark, a member of the 
Clark family, globally renowned for great 
footwear. It’s in the genes it seems. Do you 
share similar ideas with Clark Shoes in terms 
of material sourcing and design philosophy?

AC: Clarks was founded on innovation in 
shoe making. The famous desert boot was a 
product unlike any other footwear of its time. 
It is still the most successful shoe they make 
and because it was a true simple performance 
innovation, it will thrive for many more years 
to come. VIVOBAREFOOT can only hope to 
have a few desert boots of our generation.

Your VIVOBAREFOOT brand is based on 
the idea that the most natural form of walk-
ing (movement) is on your bare feet. This idea 
conflicts with everything we know about run-

Asher Clark
head Designer

asher Clark is an 
award-winning designer 

whose innovative and 
sustainable approach 

to footwear design has 
earned acclaim and 

respect from press and 
peers alike.

as member of the Clark 
shoe dynasty, asher 

grew up in a world of 
shoemaking that merged 

tradition with design 
evolution. This unique 
upbringing resulted in 
a distinctive style that 
can best be described 

as 21st Century artisan. 
He has won numerous 

design awards, including 
london College of fash-

ion’s prestigious award 
for fashion Innovation, 
British fashion industry 
bible, Draper’s designer 

of the year’s award.

While in his mid-twen-
ties, asher launched  

his own design house 
and one of the agency’s 

first clients was  
VIVOBaRefOOT, which 
he is part owner along 

with majority

owner and Managing 
Director, his cousin, 

Galahad Clark. 

asher is now the creative 
force behind the revolu-
tionary VIVOBaRefOOT, 

a patented, ultra thin, 
puncture-resistant shoe.

“Somehow we “forgot”  
how to move  
skillfully, especially 
because we have been 
padding our shoes 
and barking up the 
wrong tree for the 
last 30 years.”



CATAlYST Insight
Design a shoe that 
allows wearers to  
walk and run as  
if they were barefoot, 
enhancing posture  
and performance, 
while still protecting 
feet and the earth 
beneath them.
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ning shoes with various types of cushioning 
support. Tell us about the ideas behind walk-
ing barefoot, and the VIVOBAREFOOT 
point of view on support and posture.
AC: It makes so much sense based on the design 
of our feet and body, but somehow we “forgot” 
how to move skillfully, especially because we 
have been padding our shoes and barking up 
the wrong tree for the last 30 years. Not only 
do we want to minimize imbalanced weight 
distribution and restriction of movement 
(which is why VIVOBAREFOOT features 
lightweight materials and wide toe boxes), but 
we need to provide for as much propriocep-
tion – nerve recognition of stimuli, the body’s 
ability to sense the forces acting upon it– as 
possible. Cushioning and “support” actually 
enable and encourage unhealthy habits, like 
heel striking, which puts a jolt of force (about 
twice your body weight) directly up through 
the leg and back. Jogging is actually an inven-
tion that came alongside padded shoes. Run-
ning on forefeet, encouraged by barefoot 
running, spreads out that pressure, and the 
short, elastic strides that follow from upright 
posture maximize efficiency.

How does running or cross-training in 
VIVOBAREFOOT shoes contribute to liv-
ing a good life?
AC: Simply, barefoot shoes, combined with 
skillful movement prevent injury. Fewer inju-
ries will equal more enjoyable, frequent, and 
effective activity.

You’ve launched the Neo Trail this August, 
tell us about this new model and what 
makes its design and function unique to 
its wearer?
AC: The Neo Trail is the best of barefoot with 
unparalleled grip for the toughest of terrains. 
The ultimate off road ready barefoot trail run-
ning shoe! The challenge with barefoot design 
is that proprioception is everything. The more 

grip you add to the outsole, you start to sacri-
fice the proprioception. The Neo Trail’s tread 
is tooth-like and multi-directional to provide 
the best proprioception with unparalleled 
grip. It works.

Terra Plana and VIVOBAREFOOT shoes 
run at a more expensive price than most 
shoe brands, what costs are factored into 
the pricing of a single pair and do you see 
this pricing strategy changing in the future 
of the brand?
AC: We are always trying to make our shoes 
for less money while not sacrificing on the 
highest level of material and manufacture 
quality. We build our shoes to perform and 
last. As a small brand it is a constant chal-
lenge for us to deliver this promise while 
staying competitive on price with the big 
brands that can make their shoes cheaper due 
to big production runs.

There are other brands that follow a simi-
lar philosophy to VIVOBAREFOOT and 
Terra Plana, what gives you strategic design 
advantage over those brands?
AC: Our patented VIVOBAREFOOT tech-
nology is the core of our barefoot shoe design. 
It is an ultra-thin, puncture-resistant sole in 
every VIVOBAREFOOT shoe. It’s critical to 
minimizing material. Usually, truly minimal 
shoes have a super thin sole that allows feeling, 
but they do not provide enough protection.

Other “barefoot” shoes are loaded with 
material on the sole, as that is an effective way 
to keep the foot “safe” from the elements, but 
it limits sensation. But we can do both. Who 
ever said the key to success was not trying to 
do too much?

RElATED RESouRCES

Terraplana Website, www.terraplana.com

About  
VIVOBAREFOOT
VIVOBaRefOOT 
launched the first mini-
malist shoe collection in 
2004 with a patented, 
ultra-thin, puncture-
resistant sole offering 
maximum proprioception 
with protection. VIVO-
BaRefOOT features a 
collection of multi-terrain 
barefoot performance 
shoes and the largest 
minimalist lifestyle shoe 
range on the market. 

VIVOBaRefOOT encour-
ages you to educate 
yourself as much as  
possible before transi-
tioning to the barefoot 
movement. Check out 
the free eBook with 
training videos at:  
http://trainingclinic.
vivobarefoot.com
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Designing The  
Good Life =  
Design of Volition 
BY YuSukE AShIzAWA

how Do we Design the will to go on and to thrive in the face of challenges that can seem 
insurmountable? Now is the time to think seriously about such matters as Japan will 
need to engage its considerable will to make some important transitions. 

Around the world, people have been asking questions about the consequences of econ-
omies driven by consumption and the development of consumerist society. But as fate 
would have it, Japan is now in a situation that has forced us to address these questions.

Executive Summary
Japan, along with the rest of the world, is united in the common goal of designing an economic recovery that can enable commu-
nities to re-imagine the good life in challenging and changing conditions. Japan will be an important country to watch as it uses 
its ability to mobilize collective will and coordinate collective action to design a good life within the framework of complex natural 
systems subject to extreme shifts. Japan will take a leadership role because it must. extreme events can also be opportunities for 
radical innovation.
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Strategy  
in Action

>> Design  
a system which  

can enable the good 
life, even in the  

face of insurmount-
able challenges.

>> Clarify  
needs versus  

conveniences, and 
design products  

as well as volition  
to suit.

>> Designing 
the good life  

within the boundaries 
natural systems.

>> Renew 
societies by shaping  

a new definition  
of happiness.
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desiGn of voLition

AT 2:46 P.M. on March 11, 2011, an unprec-
edented earthquake and tsunami disaster 
struck this country, inflicting huge devasta-
tion on Eastern Japan. The destruction plus 
the resulting drop in electric power supply 
have put the brakes on economic activity in 
the Kanto region. This has challenged all 
notions of how to power up the economy and 
about how to define a good life. It has required 
that we reflect on contemporary definitions of 
happiness and even challenge the ways that 
we were constructing the good life. 

The event will pass, but the total damage, 
direct and indirect, is beyond measurement 
as the consequences are complex. Besides 
the physical and economic damage, numer-
ous people have suffered psychological stress, 
manifesting itself in the form of exaggerated 
fears. We watched as the goods of the good 
life disappeared from store shelves, and the 
cars that had helped make us an industrial 
powerhouse idled in long lines to buy gaso-
line. The information of our information 
society turned out to be of dubious validity. 
Twitter posts became a way of orienting. 

After seeing housewives determinedly fill-
ing their shopping carts with canned foods at 
supermarkets, and crowds at airports rush-
ing to get a flight out of the country, one can-
not help feeling that even as the event passes, 
the fear has made a space for change and for 
innovation. We have learned that, as Bruce 
Mau suggests, “design is invisible until it 
fails.” (Massive Change, Bruce Mau and the 
Institute Without Boundaries).

But will is more powerful than fear and 
we will now need to find the collective will to 
re-imagine and re-design. We will, in a way, 
need to design national volition in order to 
make important shifts in the way we view the 
good life and the way we pursue happiness. 

The transition is already underway. As a 
society, we value the importance of shared 
purpose and will. People pitch in to help 
others. Fearful or not, people came forward 
to volunteer their assistance in the stricken 
areas; various companies and individuals 
have contributed funds; and disaster sup-
port events took place all over Japan. Our 
society held together even as our world 
seemed to be pulling apart.

Japan has always aspired to lead and it 
will lead now because it must. But, we cannot 
lead as we have led. The good life as we had 
originally designed it had a design flaw. We 
forgot how vulnerable we all are as human 
beings and as societies. We forgot that all 
economic activity depends on our ability to 
work within the limits of the natural world. 
We are now remembering that we must 
design for a good life within the boundaries 
of natural systems.

There is a positive side to every challenge 
and this is no exception. This situation has 
made us think seriously about the meaning of 
happiness and the good life. It is forcing us to 
think about the real necessities of life. What 
do we really need? 

Like all people, we have entertained these 
questions, of course, but up till now, no mat-
ter how many times people raised the issue 
of resource scarcity and overconsumption, 
it did not resonate because of the abundance 
surrounding us in our comfortable, super-
convenient lives. 

Our companies, like most companies, kept 
on designing products and services using 
advertising to emphasize that they were dif-
ferentiated from one another. Often these 
products lacked real value and contributed s
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“No matter how many 
times people raised 
the issue of resource 
scarcity and overcon-
sumption, it did  
not resonate because 
of the abundance  
surrounding us in our 
comfortable, super-
convenient lives.”

Previous spread: A view 
of the downtown Tokyo 

skyline at sunset. As the 
people of Japan reflect 

on the meaning of  
happiness and the good 

life, the positive side  
of this challenge has 

begun to emerge.

opposite top: Tokyo, 
March 2011 – Just 

outside of ueno Station, 
people rushed out of 

the buildings after the 
earthquake hit in order 

to remain safe.

opposite bottom:  
Millions were stranded 
because of the earth-
quake, and spent the 
night in the subway.
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fe ature name

A view of downtown Tokyo at sunrise, with 
the world’s tallest self-supporting steel tower, 
Tokyo Tower. Through change and collective 
will, Japanese companies and citizens alike 
are creating a new, shared definition of 
prosperity in the face of adversity.
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to resource scarcity and wastefulness. Our 
people, like most people, began to identify 
themselves as consumers and attempted to 
purchase happiness in material form. We 
used our will to become one of the most pow-
erful consumer societies in the world. We are 
world famous as a key luxury market. 

But, things change and volition is reorga-
nized to serve new ideas about what is really 
necessary. We are seeing this change as com-
panies and citizen/consumers begin to ask 
themselves, in earnest, what sorts of things 
are truly needed. After all, the truly necessary 
things always sell and they satisfy and serve 
people. Markets, after all, are people.

Japan will change because it must. Every 
country will need to design and deliver ser-
vices, experiences, products and practices 
that satisfy and serve a world increasingly 
at risk of extreme changes that challenge our 
ability to predict, control and manage.

So where are we now, three to four months 
after a disaster which is still ongoing? Where do 
we want and need to be? Every country wants 
to lead and to prosper. Japan is no exception.

I cannot speak for Japan. I will speak as 
a person who has a keen interest in Japan 
and in how we now define our future and 
design volition to make that future a reality 
with our present actions. We have used our 
collective will to design a consumer society 
filled with differentiated goods and rightly 
held a world reputation as a leader in the 
global economy. We can now use that will to 
design a world where our economy can truly 
sustain a good life. We, and the world, can 
learn from this terrible disaster and begin to 
map the way forward.

HOW TO BEGIN? Well, we will need to 
design what society really needs. This will 
require change and collective will. We are 
discussing day and night the role that we, 
as an organization that promotes design, 
should be playing in creating a 21st century 
post crisis good life.

The answer is not an easy one. The diversifi-
cation of values does make it difficult to come 
up with a uniform answer to what constitutes 
a good life even for a relatively homogeneous 
society. But it would be far too simplistic, to 
imagine that a variety of affordable products 
resulting from flexible manufacturing and 
easily available over the Internet can act to 
bind and provide a shared definition of a good 
life going forward. People will want more and 
maybe even less.

How to design a new version of happiness 
and the good life is a challenging design brief. 
But it is one Japan will and can begin to shape 
into a reality. 

 I am inspired by Akihiko Ishizuka, Head 
of Global Design Business, Fujitsu Design 
Limited, who gave a talk at TOKYO DESIGN 
DISCUSSION 2011 in Tokyo Midtown on 
January 28, 2011. He reminded us all of the 
power of narrative to direct will.

“Suppose some bricklayers are laying a 
brick wall. When asked, ‘What are you mak-
ing,’ one answers, ‘I’m making a wall,’ another 
replies, ‘I’m making a building,’ and another 
says ‘I’m making a city.’ Our most important 
work at Fujitsu Design is to design volition in 
the same spirit as the third bricklayer. This 
is what society will need going forward, and 
should lead to the Good Life.”

I am indebted to Mr. Ishizuka for reminding 
me that we are not just making or more pre-
cisely, repairing walls broken by a disaster. We 
are building a renewed Japan. And, as we con-
tinue to face this disaster, I would like to make it 
my mission to pass this message on to others.

RElATED RESouRCES

Japan Institute of Design Promotion 
http://www.jidpo.or.jp/en/

Japan for sustainability 
http://www.japanfs.org/en/

“We will need to 
design what society 
really needs. This  
will require change 
and collective will.”

Yusuke Ashizawa
Consultant

ashizawa’s work con-
centrates around the 
“International Design 
liaison Center” which 
assists collaboration in 
opportunities among 
private enterprise, 
designers, students and 
government agencies, 
promote training, human 
resource development 
and research. In June 
2010, the organization 
released the “skill  
standard Industrial 
Design” working with the 
Tokyo Metropolitan Gov-
ernment. ashizawa has 
a Bachelor’s degree in 
Design and architecture, 
Chiba university,  
a master degree at 
Design, Chiba univer-
sity Graduate school of 
science and Technol-
ogy, and Ph.D. in March 
2008. from february 
2008 to the present,  
he has worked for  
the Japan Industrial 
Design Promotion  
Organization (JIDPO).
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All trains and subway 
trains were stopped 
because of the ongoing 
earthquakes; people 
waited for trains to take 
them home on March 
12, 2011 in Tokyo,  
but most spent the night 
in the station.
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HOW ARE WE DESIGNING 
NEW SYSTEMS THAT WILL HELP US 
REMODEL THE WAY WE LIVE 
AND LEARN?

However, the achievement of this goal has been hindered by 
the disruptive cycle of debt that we are facing worldwide. This 
affects not only the economy, but the ecological system as 
well. These issues become more systemic when our values as a 
society are not in the correct order.

Presented here is a country-by-country comparison between economies, education, 
well-being, and environmental values. Represented are: the top 10 of the 2009 
Happy Planet Index (HPI), the United States, and the BRIC economies.

The vision of the U.N. Millennium Development Goals focuses 
on Building a Better World. One of these goals is to be able to 
ensure the completion of primary schooling for children 
around the world. This goal can be achieved if countries put 
aside 5% of their national budget for educational purposes.

What is important?

00,000 l 0.0% l 0.0% 

KEY

HPI RANK 

COUNTRY NAME

100%

100%

100% WELL-BEING / ENVIRONMENTAL VALUE =
Happy Planet Index (HPI) 2009

EDUCATION VALUE =
GDP% Expended in Education in  2008

ECONOMIC VALUE =
Gross Domestic Point (GDP) 2008  

APPLIED INDEXES FOR COMPARISON

The Happy Planet Index measures:
1) Life expectancy  2) Life Satisfaction  3) Ecological Footprint

Country GDP figure (Million of US Dollars) > 100%

00  COUNTRY

1,217,490 l 4.1% l 53.0% 
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Tools for Catalyzing Change

The New Rules of 
Green Marketing
by Jacqueline a. Ottman

Reviewed by laura Caballero

The Book New Rules of Green 
Marketing lives up to the statement 
on its cover: it is a great source for 
‘strategies, tools, and inspiration for 
Sustainable Branding’. Furthermore, 
Ottman’s book covers the green 
marketing paradigm we are currently 
living in: presents how, by identify-
ing opportunities in our services and 
products, we can proudly lead our 
clients, business, and stakeholders ‒ 
which now includes every corner of 
society as discussed in the book ‒ to 
produce a positive outcome in their 
profit, social well-being, and the envi-
ronment that we live in. As a matter 
of fact, not considering them will take 
you out of the new marketing game  
in no time. 

Most statistics in the book are 
focused on the US market; however, 
the book has been written in a way 
that bridges that focus with all  
the related realities in today’s global 
market. Additionally, every chapter 
introduce us to a variety of tools  
‒ as the Life Cycle Assessment 
 (LCA) ‒ supported by a list of 
today’s most strategic, innovative  
and sustainable brands in the  
market; that are adding value to  
their companies’ bottom line  
by leading with remarkable and 
inspiring initiatives.  

of design to help alleviate them. 
The book details several economies 
that transcend the current notion of 
profit-based or geographically-based 
economies:
• Urban Economies
• Movement Economies
• Energy Economies
• Information Economies
• Image Economies
• Market Economies
• Material Economies
• Military Economies
• Manufacturing Economies
• Living Economies

Massive Change offers a very tangible  
road map to the good life that is 
already being designed, a case by case 
review of successful design from the 
standpoint of the way things work, as 
opposed to the way things look. The 
challenges we face today cannot be 
solved without design as both beauty 
and brains - the brilliant and scientifi-
cally grounded solution must also be 
extremely compelling and irresistible. 
In this sense, the designer as a living 
revolution of possibility, and the book 
compels us to act with that knowl-
edge. “The reality for advanced design 
today is dominated by three ideas: 
distributed, plural, collaborative. It is 
no longer about one designer, one cli-
ent, one solution, one place. Problems 
are taken up everywhere; solutions are 
developed and tested against other 
solutions. The effect of this is to imag-
ine a future for design that is both 
more modest and more ambitious.”

Massive Change
By Bruce Mau & The Institute  
Without Boundaries

Reviewed by Giselle Carr

How can design shape the world? 
What is the difference between the 
economies as we know them and 
their overarching systems or, “design 
economies”? What would it take to 
systematically change the course of 
the future, or attempt to do so? The 
answer to each of these questions is 
the same: massive change, which is 
not about the world of design, but 
rather about “the design of the world.” 

A collaborative work between 
Bruce Mau and the Institute Without 
Boundaries, Massive Change show-
cases and contextualizes the profound 
challenges faced by humanity today, 
and the extraordinary possibilities 

Massive Change showcases and contextualizes the  
profound challenges faced by humanity today, and the extraordinary 

possibilities of design to help alleviate them.



One of the biggest challenges  
presented in the book is to  
enable a credible and transparent  
communication with a business’  
main stakeholders: the 21st century 
consumer. Today’s consumers are  
proactive social advocates, highly 
environmental, tech-savvy, and 
expect companies to support them  
to achieve a conscious ‘good life’; 
where their future is not going  
to be jeopardized by your companies 
decisions. Part of the walk-through  
of the book is to be vigilant of  
the possible backslash when  
communicating company’s sustain-
ability efforts. 

The New Rule of Green Market-
ing presents the opportunities in the 
emerging business model; a great 
food for thought that will move us 
into action in the arena of sustainable 
branding. Ottman’s book is a must 
read for those who are looking for 
triple bottom line strategies that will 
earn their business a respectable and 
extraordinary ‘good life’.
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Global Oneness
Reviewed by alice shu

If a picture is worth a thousand 
words, then how much can a video 
tell us? The Global Oneness Project 
(http://www.globalonenessproject.
org) is an online community, which 
produces and gathers films to edu-
cate, “how the simple notion of inter-
connectedness can be lived in today’s 
complex world.” A wide range of 
topics such as sustainability, conflict 
resolution, spirituality, indigenous 
culture, and social justice are pre-
sented in these pieces through their 
library, and can be accessed online, 
through DVDs, and select broadcast 
outlets. The Project seeks to inspire 
individuals to better understand 
the world around them, in order to 
develop human potential towards 
effective solutions on both a local and 
global scale. 

The current theme for The Global 
Oneness Project is “More With Less,” 
examining how developing coun-
tries such as Cuba, South Africa, 
and India are doing more with less 
through transportation, agriculture, 

and health & hygiene. The expo-
nential rate of resource consump-
tion by developed countries must be 
acknowledged. There is too much 
association with one’s possessions: an 
“over-identification with ownership.” 
This current model of a throwaway 
culture is not sustainable, and it will 
take the role of design to significantly 
slow down global consumption rates. 
Strategic design will determine how 
people interact with materials, result-
ing in leading more fulfilling lives, 
with less stuff. Educational resources 
such as The Global Oneness Project 
are spreading awareness on opportu-
nities for strategic design to problem 
solve for a changing world.

The Global Oneness Project is 
working on a documentary about 
3 stories connected by water on 3 
different continents, to be released 
in 2012. More information about the 
film can be found in http://elemental.
globalonenessproject.org

Read aboout Tools for  
CaTalyzING Change at:  
CaTalysTsdr.com//tags/tool-reviews/
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Richard Tyson
By Qortni Williams

Sean T. Brennan
MPS, Design  
Management, ‘04

By Haris silic

SOME CAREERS in strategic design are made 
and others evolve. Richard Tyson exemplifies 
the latter case—always forward, never straight.

In his current life, he is the founder and 
strategic impetus behind the Helsinki Group—
a small, collaborative strategy practice in 
New York City designed to help leaders in the 
public and private sector thrive on disruptive 
change. Helsinki Group helps organizations 
realize innovation programs that accelerate 
organizational learning—building capacity, 
improving resilience, and creating new value. 
He has spent the last year humbled by working 
on innovation and transformation programs 
for US public education system, the United 
Nations, and on a US government project to 
think through the application of communica-
tion platforms to accelerate the capacity of an 
emerging Middle Eastern government. 

Before Helsinki Group, Richard helped 
design growth programs as a strategy lead 
for innovation firms Doblin, Monitor Group, 

and Stone Yamashita.  He worked with—and 
learned everything he knows from—cross-
disciplinary teams shaping design-led innova-
tion with Fortune 50, NGO, and Government 
clients. His work in these firms left a lasting 
impression: as innovation becomes more impor-
tant and more broadly needed, it gets harder 
to maintain. Divergent and open practices like 
design planning become much more vital.

Richard spent his formative career working 
as a strategist, designer, and producer for inter-
net leaders like Red Sky and John Borthwicks’ 
Web Partners. And developed his taste for the 
conceptual, yet practical art of strategic plan-
ning from many years of combined work/study 
between philosophy, social theory, set build-
ing, filmmaking, and documentary. One never 
starts where one ends up.

Richard recently taught in the Design 
Futures course for Pratt, helping students 
imagine the social and economic future of the 
Garment District.

FOR THE PAST 21 YEARS, design has 
been at the core of Sean’s personal and pro-
fessional life. It wasn’t until 2002, upon his 
enrolling in the Design Management pro-
gram, did the understanding and strategic 
uses of design as competitive advantage in a 
global marketplace make a substantial dif-
ference in his life. Now, design management 
is in his DNA and at the heart of all things 
design-related in his life.

Prior to enrolling in the Design Manage-
ment program, Sean consulted for TD  
Waterhouse and the AT&T creative services 
group on the development and design  
of various communication design projects.  
Sean also worked at Gensler Architecture, 
Planning and Design as a project manager 
within Studio 585, the internal brand strat-
egy group, where he managed brand strategy, 
graphics and signage projects for clients  
such as Fidelity Investments, PNC Bank,  
Pantone and Electronic Arts. Prior to that, 

Sean served as the Internet Marketing  
Manager and graphic designer for Ovid  
Technologies, Inc.

Currently, Sean is the Department  
Chairman for the graphic design, web design 
& interactive media and web design & 
development programs at the Art Institute 
of Tampa. Unlike in most undergraduate 
graphic and web design programs, he works 
to ensure that the graduates of his programs 
position themselves as creators of value.  
As a result, a marketable, new generation  
of design leaders is graduating from  
his programs ready to positively influence  
their profession.

Sean also serves as the President of the 
Tampa Bay Chapter of AIGA | the profes-
sional association for design; is a member of 
the AIGA sustainable design committee and 
is currently developing supplementary course 
materials for AVA Academia which will be 
published later this year.
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